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At smoke's first danger signal, the Russwin Smoke
Safety System goes into action. Detector unit on ceiling cuts off system current ... closing doors held
open magnetically by Lectro-Mag* holders. Smoke is
sealed off. Smoke-free areas are left open for fast
evacuation. Result: positive protection for lives and

property. Manual over-ride on door holder. All system
elements U/L listed. When you take smoke safety
measures, contact your Russwin distributor or write
Russwin, Division of Emhart Corporation,
New Britain, Conn. 06050. In Canada - RUSSWIN
Russwin Lock Division, Belleville, Ontario.
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For enclosed malls ... for stores and shops

Acousti-Shell®

the 'sculptural' sound control ceiling
Acousti-Shell, by Johns-Manville. The 3-dimensional fiber
glass lay-in panel that offers the perfect combination of
visual interest, noise absorption, versatility and economy.
Acousti-Shell is fire resistance rated "Class A-Incombustible. " Adapts to your lighting and air conditioning
arrange ments; does not restrict you in any way.
Acousti -Shell is simple to install. Permits easy access
at any time to above-the-ceiling facilities. It comes in big
.

'
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write, Canadian Johns-Manville, 565 Lakeshore Road E., Port Credit, Ontario.

'J"1'

Johns-Manville

A -7001

6

4 x 4-foot panels for large open expanses, and in 2 x 2-foot
size for more intimate interiors.
Acousti-Shell is another advanced design from JohnsManville, home of the world's broadest line of sound control products. For literature, full technical information,
prices-contact your J-M representative, or
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News
Nouvelles

Competition for Turkish Development
The UIA has approved a single stage
internation al competion for architects and
town planners for the development of the
Antalya region as a tourist area. Prizes are,
first, $11 ,859 ; second , $9,480; third, $7,110
and fourth , $4,740, and four mentions
totalling $9,480. Those wishing to register
shou ld apply before February 3rd to
Turizm ve Tanitma Bakanligi, Fiziksel
Plan lama Mii1diirlugu , Gazi Mustafa Kemal
Bulvari , No 33/ 8, Maltepe, Ankara, Turkey.
The jury includes Prof. Percy JohnsonMarshall , (UK) , G. Candilis and Michel
Ecochard (France) , Marc Saugey (Switzerland) and Giovanni Astengo {Italy) .
PQAA Admission Procedures for NonCanadian Graduates
The Province of Quebec Association of
Architects has revised its procedures for
admitting graduates from other than
Canadian Schools of Architecture.
Previously, candidates underwent a
repetition of the academic examination,
which the PQAA felt, was neither a fair nor
adequate test of the capacities of an
individual who had graduated five or more
years earlier. Now, after the candidate has
met the mandatory requiremen ts in
academic background, curricula and
experience, he appears before a jury of

At the OAA Seminar Journal Education in the building industry, left to right around table,
OAA President John Spence; OAA Director of Professional Studies Stanley R. Kent and,
addressing the seminar, D. E. Loney Assistant Superintendent, Curriculum,
Ontario Departmen t of Educa tion .
experienced members of the PQAA for the
professional compe te nce examination,
which is a requirement tor Canadian and
non-Canadian gradua tes alike . (See photo
this page).

Formal Education in the Building
Industry: the OAA Seminar.
The Ontario Association of Architects, like
most professional bodies, is charged with a
responsibility for education . It fu lfi lls that

The Professional Competence Jury of the PQAA examines a candidate tor registration :
(lett to right) Jean-Luc Poulin, Jean-Marie Roy, Hart Massey (F), Blanche Lemco
van Ginkel, Jean-Louis Lalonde, Miss Lilian Ghattas, PQAA, Office Manager,
Victor Prus, (F) , Raymond Affleck, and the candidate

responsibility by: encouraging the extension of basic professional education (two
new undergraduate schools, at Waterloo and
Carleton , in the past three years); by conducting a registration course for prospective
members ; and by a program of continuing
education for pract itioners. It also
encourages t he training of techn icians and
techn olog ists.
The proliferation of educational programs in
secondary schools and in the colleges of
applied arts and techn ology has resu lted in
some overlapping. The OAA therefore fe lt it
wou ld be useful to bring all concerned
together in an atte mpt to clarify the curricu lum of each area and the intended ro le of
their graduates. The meeting, proposed by
OAA Director of Professional Studies
Stanley Kent, took place November 25 and ,
so far as is known, was the first of its kind.
John Spence, OAA president, welcomed
some 37 representatives of the various areas
of education in the building industry, particularly th ose related to design , including the
Ontario Department of Education Secondary
School Branch , th e Colleges of Appl ied Arts
and Technology Branch; the co lleges
th emselves, the universities, the contractor
asso ciations and the professional
associations.
The info rmation given by the different
participants was both interesting and useful.
Before 1960, fifty secondary schools had
12/ 68
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programs in building technology. Now there
are 200 schools with an enrollment of
100,000 students. Proposed changes in
curriculum will provide a limited vocational
competence, a learning competence for
students wanting training in bui lding and a
personal development of the student
towards establishing a set of values.
Students from such secondary school
programs would, initially, present some
problem s to the colleges of art and appli ed
technology (the CAA T's) because they
woul d not come from " slots ". A development of student maturity to use resources
and work independently wou ld be sought,
rather than fulfillment of a specific course
content. Of 20 CAA T's with 30 campuses ,
four had three-year programs and 13
two-year programs in building technology.
Because of "slotting " giving way to a broad
technological spectrum, students were
losing track of where they were going .
This was demonstrated by the inconclusive
aims and objectives of the proposed technologist and technicians association.
Ryerson students were seeking a four year
course to provide for greater study in
construction management, technology, computer work, research, environmental and
other support subjects, plus some courses
in urban planning and landscape technology.
In breaking out of the narrow s:ot of the
architectural draftman , the studen ts we re
unce rtain at first where they would fit into
the industry and of what industry organization they would be a part. Eighty five percent
of the students had grade 13 certi ficates for
university admission. Toronto woulq accept
Ryerson graduates with high standing into
the second yea r architecture course. Carleton and Waterloo accept on an individual
basis.
CMHC 1969-70 Fellowships
Ninety new fellowships for the 1969-70
academic year are offered by CMHC for
full-time graduate study in various fie lds of
urban and regional affairs. 75 of the 90 are
designated for study in Canadian Universities and 15 outside Canada. For application
forms and information write to Administrator, Advisory Group, CMHC, Ottawa 7.
1968 Peter Barott Awards
Twenty-three Awards of Excellence were
given in the 1968 Peter Barott Awards for
Excellen ce for Building Products Literature,
conducted by the Canadian Joint Committee
on Construction Materials of the RAIC, the
ACEC and the CCA. A further 31 entries won
Honorable Mention s. Members of the jury
were J. Klassen , P.Eng., Chairman; D'Arcy
G. Helmer (F), Mark P. Gillen, P.Eng .,
Ottawa ; Henri P. Labelle; A. F. Wrenshall ,
Montreal and I. E. B. McBride, P.Eng.,
Edmonton . Award Winners, who are entitled
to display a special "A" symbol on their
entries, were:
Cataldgues : lntergrated Lighting, Ltd,
Montreal , " Oval-Lite Emergency Lighting";
Duron Co. Ltd, Montreal , "Plastic and Concrete Finishes"; Canadian Gypsum Co. Ltd. ,
8
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To ron to, Architectural Reference File";
E. L. Sauder Lumber Co. Ltd, Vancouver,
" Eiswood Windows "; Porcelain and Metal
Products Ltd , Montreal , " Chalkboards /
Tackboards"; Canadian Johns-Manvil le Co.
Ltd , Port Credit, " Asebstos-Cement Building
Materials"; Canadian Pittsburg Industries
Ltd ., Toronto, "Pittco Architectural Metal
Details"; CEB Limited, Scarborough , "Service Modules"; Western Gypsum Ltd, Clarkson, " Drywall Systems"; Armstrong Cork
Canada Ltd, Montreal, " Resilient Floors".
Brochures and Leaflets: Domtar Construction Materials Ltd, Montrea l, " Domtar Ceiling
Tiles and Panels"; Lake Ontario Cement Ltd,
To ronto, " Lake Ontario Mason ry Cement";
Natco Bu ilding Products Ltd, Toronto,
" Jumbo Claytile"; Duron Company Ltd ,
Montreal , " Durazzo Epoxy Terrazzo

Flooring"; Aluminum Co. of Canada Ltd ,
Mont real , " Anolok".
Installations and Ma intenance Manuals :
Ontario Concrete Pipe Association, Downsview, " Installation Manual Architectural
Tiles".
Samples: Frontenac Floor and Wall Ti le,
Kingston , " Architectural Tile"; British
Columbia Lumber Manufacturers, Vancouver, "Pa cific Coast Hemlock Clears and
Mouldings, Specification Guide"; Duron
Company Ltd, Montreal , " Pla stic and
Concre te Finishes".
Publication Advertising: Onta rio Hydro,
Toronto ; Cana da Cement Company Ltd ,
Mon trea l ; LCN C:osers of Canad a Ltd ,
Port Cred it.

Architects!
Be sure to see the
EXHIBITION OF SCHOOl ARCHITECTURE

during

CANADIAN EDUCATION
SHOWPLACE
Automotive Building, Exhibition Park
TORONTO, JANUARY 23-25, 1969
Comp are and evaluate design concepts in this graphic disp lay of some
of Canada's most outstanding new school and university buildings.
Dozens of schools, representing the finest in school arch itectu re across
Canada, have been selected for display by t he Showplace's architectural advisory committee.
See the latest" equipment and materi als for school construction, operation and maintenance in displays by more than 300 exhibitors.
Plan NOW to attend
For more information and FREE advance
registration card, contact
Industrial and Trade Shows of Canada,
481 University Avenue, Toronto 2, Ontario
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UBC Faculty Club additions and alterations,
by Erickson Massey
Additions et modifications, Club des Membres de Facu/te, UBC, par Erikson Massey

Postal Station " D", by Jan J. Davidson and
Daniel E. White
Bureau de Poste " D" , par fan J. Davidson et
Daniel E. White

2

4

Hauer residence, by Erickson Massey
Residence Hauer, par Erickson Massey

Acadia Park married student quarters, UBC,
by Vladimir Plavsic and Associates
Pare Acadia, Jogements pour etudiants
maries, UBC, par Valdimir Plavsic and
Associates

Vancouver Chapter 1968 Design Awards
The Vancouver firm of Erickson Massey
have won the two top Awards of Merit in the
1968 "Architect Designed Buildings of the
Year" competition conducted by the Greater
Vancouver Chapter of the Architectural
Institute of British Columbia.
Commendation Awards were also made to :
lan J. Davidson and associate Daniel E.
White for their Postal Station "D" at 2405
Pine St, Vancouver, "thoughtfully designed
as a shell for a mundane but necessary
activity and given additional elegance
through a neat and aesthetically pleasing
surrounding garden"; and to Vladimir
Plavsic & Associates for Acadia Park
married students quarters at UBC. The jury
felt this project to be "we ll conceived as
a living environment, the cluster of houses
being attractive and rich in variety."

1

There were 25 entries in the competition
and the judges were Ernest J. Kump, AlA of
Palo Alto, Cal, Prof. Wolfgang Gerson of
UBC School of Architecture, and Anne
Rosenberg, Vancouver Sun art and architecture critic.
The general category Award of Merit went
to Erickson Massey for their additions and
alterations to the UBC Faculty Club which,
said the jury, " soothes the visitor into a state
of relaxation. The simple materials of rough
concrete and wood were used with economy
to enclose an open multi-use space that
confronts and leads to a generous and
sensitively reconstructed landscape. The
transitions from the old to the new are
affected with intelligence and a singular lack
of fanfare."

2

Erickson Massey also won the Award of
Merit in the residential category for the
Hauer residence at 1247 Chartwell Place,
West Vancouver. The jury found the house
to be superbly related to its site, and "a
finely honed, completely programmed 'trip'
for the senses. Major 'standing furniture' is
incorporated into the fabric of the residence." A strong co lor scheme uses terra
cotta tile cedar, white carpets in the rooms
and royal purple in the stairways.

3

4
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If the left hand knob
opens the left hand door,
what opens the right hand door?

I

The left hand door!

(a new concept in automatic flush bolts)
Building Engineers welcome the greater security.
Close the active leaf and the inactive leaf locks ...
automatically.
Fire Marshals have requested it for greater ·safety.
Just open the active leaf and the inactive leaf unlocks
. . . automatically.
Architects like it because it allows them greater
ae stheti c freedom, thanks to crisp, clean design.

·10
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Specify it and you'll achieve neat, uncluttered installation ... automatically.
The new Corbin Automatic Flush Bolt fills the bill ...
for safety, for security, for neat design. Call your
Corbin distributor or write to us for folder K-870.

CORBIN LOCK DIVISION
BELLEVILLE , ONTARIO

Communique

RAIC Council Hears Progress Reports

Continuing progress with federal government authorities on fees ,
conditions of engagement and agreements was reported when
RAIC Council met in Ottawa on November 29. Results of the
discussions, which are of great importance to all members
retained as consultants on government work, are expected to be
announced in the New Year.
Council decided to refer to the College of Fellows the matter of
identifying sources of financial support for architectural research.
The RAIC Standing Committee on Research, under the chairmanship of S. Gitterman , will shortly be submitting its recommendations for institute activities in this field .
President Norman H. McMurrich suggested that the Presidents
Consultative Committee (of the RAIC, the Association of
Consulting Engineers and the Canadian Construction
Association) be enlarged to include other groups who would have
something to contribute, such as the Specification Writers
Association . The Committee in fact, might, with advantage be
extended to include both the government as well as the private
sector to provide what is really needed- a national council for the
construction industry.
After the Council meeting the President, accompanied by Henry
Sears and Wilson A. Salter, DPS, met by invitation the Minister
of Transport to discuss a possible RAIC cont ribution to the work
of the Housing Task Force . As reported in the last Communique
column , the President had written Mr Hellyer to say the RAIC
did not propose to submit a brief, but had formed the nucleus of
a committee, under the chairmanship of Henry Sears of Toronto, to
offer assistance in the form of analysing briefs received which
deal with the qualitative aspects of housing. Mr Hellyer, said the
President, had no immediate task for the RAIC, with the exception ,
possibly, of comment on the draft of the white paper on Housing
which is to be ready early in the new year. Following his conversation with the Minister, Mr McMurrich decided that the best
course was to complete the formation of the committee on
housing and urban affairs, and , in collaboration with related
disciplines and professions, plan programs to investigate and
report on experimental prototype developments on a regional
basis. This , the President felt, would place the RAIC and its
component associations in a good position to help in whatever
program the government decides upon as a result of the national
housing inquiry.

Le Conseil de I'IRAC entend le Progres
des Demarches

A Ia reunion du Conseil de I'IRAC a Ottawa, le 29 novembre il a
ete rapporte qu 'i l y a un progres continu dans les demarches
aupres de !'administration federale au sujet du bareme des
honoraires, les conditions d 'engagement et les accords. Les
resultats des discussions qui sont d'une grande importance pour
tous les membres engages com me conseils par le gouvernement,
seront annonces au debut de Ia Nouvelle An nee.
Le Conseil a decide de referer au College des Fellows, Ia maniere
d'identifier les sources du support financier sur les recherches
architecturales. Sous Ia presidence deS. Gitterman , le Comite
permanent sur les Recherches, soumettra bient6t ses recommandations afin d'instituer des activites dans ce domaine.
Le President, Norman H. McMurrich , a suggere que le Comite
Consultatif des Presidents (de I'IRAC, !'Association des lngenieurs
Conseils et !'Association Canadienne de Ia Construction) soient
agrandis afin d'y inclure d 'autres groupes qui auraient quelque
chose a offrir a sa contribution, telle que !'Association des
Auteurs de Devis Descriptifs. En fait, le Comite pourrait avec
avantage etre agrandi afin d'y inclure le gouvernement aussi bien
que le secteur prive, afin de procurer ce qui est reellement
necessaire- un conseil national pour l'i ndustrie de Ia
construction .
Apres Ia reunion du Conseil le President accompagne d 'Henry
Sears et Wilson A. Salter, DSP, sur !' invitation du Ministre du
Transport, se sont reunis avec lui afin de descuter Ia contribution
possible de I'IRAC au travail de I'Enquete sur !'Habitation.
(Voir "Communique" octobre , page 13). M. Hellyer n'a pas trouve
de tache immediate pour I'IRAC, avec !'exception possible de
commentaires sur le brouillon d 'un livre blanc sur le Logement,
qu i sera presente au debut de Ia Nouvelle Annee. Suivant sa
conversation avec le ministre , M. McMurrich decidait que le
meilleur moyen serait de completer Ia formation du comite sur le
logement et les affaires urbaines, et, en collaboration avec les
disciplines et les professions s'y rapportant, les programmes
d'etudes et un rapport sur les developpements prototypes
experimentaux sur une base nationale. Le President croit que ceci
mettrait 1'1 RAC et ses associations constituantes dans une
bonne position pour aider dans quelque soit le programme que
le gouvernement determine en resultat de I'Enquete du logement
national.
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Many interior walls feature coloured and textured concrete masonry units.

Imaginative use of stained glass and concrete created this highly decorative wall.

BOLD, BEAUTIFUL DESIGNS ...

SOLI

PLACE BONAVENTURE, THE LARGEST ALL CONCRETE BUILDING
Countless uses of concrete are displayed to advantage in Montreal's newest landmark,
the multi-million dollar Place Bonaventure complex. This mammoth structure, which
covers an area of six acres, rises 17 storeys and has 3.1 million sq. ft of floor space,
consu.med 200,000 cu. yds. of concrete made with "Canada" cement. The exterior walls
are cast-in-place reinforced concrete featuring avertically fluted pattern; while the interior
walls feature concrete masonry units, exposed concrete and precast concrete paneling.
All the exposed concrete contains a special Shawville aggregate which reveals warm tones
when the concrete has been sandblasted.
Concordia Hall alone boasts thirty-six 40 .ft. high concrete "tree" columns spaced on

a grid of 50 ft. x 75ft. which support the nine floors above. Each tree contains 425 cu. yds. ·
of concrete. The "waffle" type ceiling adjacent to the trees accentuates the structural I
aspect of the reinforced concrete in the Hall. The wide spacing of the columns provides
a relatively uncluttered floor space of 200,000 sq. ft.
This extraordinary study in concrete is topped by a 400-room hotel surrounding a
concrete swimming pool and terrace.
Architect Raymond T. Affleck once referred to concrete as "the greatest contemporary
building material". Certainly, Place Bonaventure has proved an amazing concrete achievement in concept, design and construction.
'

CANADA CEMENT COMPANY, LIMITED. A Canadian-owned

A concrete pool and patio complete this inviting roof-garden setting.

A section of the roof-garden terrace adjoining the two-storey hotel.

NDURING STRUCTURES IN CONCRETE
i THE WORLD
Architects : Affleck, Desbarats, Dimakopoulos, Lebensold, Sise
Consutting Structural Engineers: R. R. Nicolet & Assoc. and Lalonde, Valois, Lamarre, Valois Assoc.
General Contractor: Concordia Construction 1nc.
Ready-mixed and precast concrete supplied by: Francon (1966) Limited

CANADA [EMENT

mpany supplying the nation with quality cements since 1909.

No, we don't rubber stamp your new Atlas Roof Deck
... but we do show you the<@> Test Reports.
<@>ATLAS Cavity Decking and ATLAS "T" Deck
are both approved by Factory Mutual as NON-COMBUSTIBLE, for use with any wood fiber roof insulation ,
felt vapour barrier, cold tar pitch and asphalt adhesive
or other conventional roofing materials. (Note: Tests
were conducted with maximum B.U.R. Combustibles.)

But that's only part of the story.

(Gj

Both ATLAS Roof Decks are listed by Underwriters (Fire Hazard Classification, 40U8.2); Flame
Spread: 0, Fuel Contributed: 0, Smoke Developed: 0.

Widely used for large flat areas and for roof pitches
up to 45 °, Atlas Roof Decks are ideal for paper mills,
tobacco factories, etc., where high humidity conditions
exist or where fire-resistant construction is required.

For roof spans up to 8' 0", specify ATLAS AsbestosCement "T" Deck.

For roof spans up to 10' 0", specify ATLAS AsbestosCement Cavity Roof Decking.

Atlas Asbestos-Cement Roof Decks are not only fireproof, they are also damp-proof, vermin-proof and noncorrodible. They are light in weight and easy to work,
therefore are economical to transport and apply.

:v\ :V\ vs:

Manufactured in Canada by
District sales offices:
Bureaux regionaux des ventes:
5600 Hochelaga, Montreal 5, Quebec
(514)259-2531
131 Brown's Line, Toronto 14, Ontario
(416)259-9281
Annacis Industrial Estate, 833 Cundy Avenue,
New Westminster, B.C.
(604)521-7751
Factory Representative :
L. R. Enslin Jr. Residence : P.O. Box 221, Ambler, Pa. 19002 (215)646-6661
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Fiberglas
fenestration
fabries
furnish
five features
Place them in order of importance
to you. Solve the problem of solar
heat gain: Fiberglas fabrics reflect
heat away, create a captive air
pocket. They offer greater sound
absorption. Fiberglas provides
superior light and glare control. At
the same time, it has a unique 'see
through' quality. Simple washing,
no ironing features help reduce
maintenance costs considerably.
Dividend Engineering is a service
that shows how you can save
on air-conditioning installation and
operating costs. Ask us about it.

Fiberglas Beta Yarns
add new wearing properties to
Fiberglas fabrics, new textures and
hand to draperies. Can also be used
in bedspreads and tablecloths.

FIBERGLAS ..
CANADA

LTD

48 STCLAIR AVE. W. TORONTO, ONT

PERMA-JOINT(TM)
from Tremco
The weatherproof joint on a horizontal traffic
surface becomes a reality you can count on,
with the new Tremco PERMA-JOINT sealant
system.
PERMA-JOINT was developed by Tremco
for joints in concrete decks, terraces, plazas,
sidewalks, aprons, driveways and building
perimeters.
Tremco field tests prove that PERMA-JO INT
has greater life expectancy than most conventional horizontal joint sealants. This performance stems from its unique combination
of excellent adhesion, extreme flexibility over
a wide temperature range, superior ability to
maintain a seal in dynamically moving joints
and good abrasion and puncture resistance.
PERMA-JOINT is available in neutral stone
and black colors. It passes Federal Specifications TT-S-00227c.
We could tell you a lot more about nonstaining PERMA-JOINT, but we think you'll
profit from a face-to-face session with your
Tremco representative about your particular
sealant problems.
Like to meet him? Just let us know.
THE TREmCO mAnUFACTURinG COmPAnY
(CAnADA) LTD. To ronto 17, Ontario
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The Argument for new
Dampa 10 linear ceiling system.
No gaps. No spaces. No way to look through and see
unsightly plumbing fixtures. Because Dampa 10 strips
overlap to provide a tightly fitted closed ceiling system. Yet there is complete plenum accessibility.
And it's non-progressive: the strips clip to special
U-channels, spaced 4 feet apart.
What about acoustics? You can get high sound
absorption with perforated Dampa 10. As a matter of
fact, a range of noise reduction co-efficients are available from tests conducted at the National Research
Council.
Are integrated ceilings your preference? No prob- ·
lem. Because Dampa 10 is made to a 4'' modular
width, and so are the lighting fixtures and air diffusers. And Dampa 10 is also available specially
slotted for ventilated ceilings, where plenums are
pressurized.
Domed ceilings. Compound curves. Mouldings. Inverted V -shap~d ceilings. You name it and Damp a

There are no holes in it.

10 can handle it. Because Dampa 10 is a new alodized
aluminum linear ceiling system that takes curves easily.

The curves won't throw you.
'

And its flexibility doesn't stop there. By itself,
Dampa 10 creates distinctive architectural effects. It
visibly widens corridors and it's suitable for ceiling,
soffit or wall application. Interior and exterior. In
combination with drywall, plaster, or ceiling tiles or
panels, the design possibilities are limitless.
And you can design in colour, too. Because Dampa
10 is available with white baked-on enamel finish,
plus ten other special colours.
And even that's not the whole story. If you'd like
more information on Dampa 10, call your Domtar
representative, or write to: Domtar Construction
Materials Ltd., Suite 2210, 1 Place Ville Marie, Mont·
real2, Quebec. We'll . __ ..._...__,.........,w=~~-....~...._::..,.o.t
give. ~ou .compl~te
speC1f1catwns. W1th
no arguments.

D
D MTAR '·
r
--~ -~-

GYPROC, DONNACONA, DOMTAR, NO·CO·RODI!, DAMPA 10, REG'D. TRADE MARKS.

1

Why spend money to galvanize re-bars
when you can't see them anyway!

The practical answer is that it saves money. For instance, you won 't need to pour extra
concrete to protect them . For the 900-foot Manicouagan Bridge at Hauterive it means
a projected saving of about 84 tons for a substantially lower dead load of deck.
The new McGill Library uses galvanized re-bars in pre-cast grey concrete sections for
freedom from rust staining for many years to come.
The use of galvanized re-bars means you can design significantly lighter structures , with
assurance of long-term integrity of the re-bars and the appearance of the structure
as far as rust is concerned .
Bond performance? Independent research test resu lts prove equal or better bond
performance for galvanized than for black re-bars .
Test results and experiences are ava ilable. Our specialists will gladly go over available
data and cases with you. Just write Cominco Ltd ./ Marketing Services/ Dept. AA
630 Dorchester Blvd. West/ Montreal 2, P.Q.

m I My Brothers Keeper?

Arts

Artist and Architect 1968-69

Veritable avenues of optical canvases- Molinari (top), Tousignant (right), Elliott (left)

.II
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The Scene: Canada
Since the mid-sixties, rapid development
particularly in the matter of scale, has raised
some pretty problems for both architects and
artists. Quick changes, overcrowding, plus
large population increases have blotted out
any possibility of aesthetic relief from
natural landscapes. Space is artificially
articulated for what goes as "practical"

reasons. The appalling conglomoration of
highways and closely packed architecture
unrelieved, except for token consideration,
by aesthetic excitement, has brought about
open-voiced criticism of aesthetic leadership. Rightly or wrongly in a period where
existentalist attitudes are paramount, (even
architecturally), the architect will come out
charged with a certain amount of poor
stewardship.

The Architect
In the last few years the six-storied tenement
has become a high-rise complex consisting
of an assortment of verticals rising 13 to 50
stories creating monotonous canyons,
draughty wind tunnels and arid plazas. The
profession of architecture in being permissive to autocratic designing, within the
protection of the group, is now faced with
12/68
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PRODUCTION
WAS JUST SHUT DOWN
TO REPLACE
THE CONCRETE FLOOR.

HOW DOES A
5e/SQ. FT. SAVINGS LOOK
NOW?
Not good. And no wonder. The company is neck deep in
crippled production, watching the profits go down the
drain. Sweating every day and dollar it takes to hammer
the floor to pieces because the surface has failed. Replacing it with the MASTERPLATE surface - armoured floor
they should have stayed with in the first place.
Nobody hands out prizes for losing the company's shirt
on a save-a-nickel surface. No matter how big a bargain
the "or equal" appeared to be.
That's why we've built vital performance qualities into
MASTERPLATE that sellers of "jobber-irons" can't equal.
That's why we manufacture MASTER PLATE ourselves. This
means producing specially processed iron aggregatesize g.raded and rust-free. Then blending it with exclusive
plasticizers and a high-strength qualitY-tested binder.
Result: an iron-armoured surface that fights off wear

a lot better and a lot longer than look-alike metallic
su rf ace hardeners.
No brag, just fact. Like 59 years of experience with
industrial f loors. And a billion square feet of MASTER PLATE
job-proven floors installed with names and places to
prove it. And competent fieldmen, specially trained to
help you get the right floor . .. from selection of the
surface to installation on the job.

When there's a lot riding on your floor ... go with

*
A Product of

MASTER BUILDERS

*MASTERPLATE, a registered trade mark of the Master Builders Company, Limited
for its exclusive metallic floor hardener.
MC-6805M
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4, 5
Monolithic towers- Elza Mayhew, Tony
Smith (left to right)

4
group dilemmas. As aesthetic leaders architects must accept initiatives inviting group
consultation , and give due attention to
aesthetic as well as functional possibilities
within complexes, or forever lose these
initiatives to others. The consequence will
be to suffer outside direction of their own
profession as environmental designers.
Proof o r not of culpability will not excuse the
architect from future responsibilities. The
initiati ves will pass to others if he declines.
The Artist

My complaint (RAIC Journal, October 1965)
of a lack of con fro ntation in sculpture and
painting for the scale of architecture can
hardly be valid for 1968. The art of 1968 is
the art of confron tation . As the scale in
architecture has increased so has the scale
in painting and scu lpture. Drawing ro om
tab le pieces have become monolithic towers
of minimal statement whose gestural power
is worthy of conjunctive placement alongside architectura l form. The easel painting
has moved to veritable avenu es of optical
canvases creating new aesthetic " landscapes " perambu ~ating through every

5
available wall space until their complete
involvement with the area has been
achieved. Space is both commandeered and
articulated by gigantean conceptual imagery.
The artist's dilemma in this situation is not
that of negligence to make a worthy
aesthetic statement against all odds, but of
his inability to control the alottment of
environmental space at his disposal. He too,
has lost as an individual. A certain amount of
" group" pressures are necessary to make
him effectual as an aesthetic leader also.
Attempts by sympathetic enterpreneurs to
record the artist's activity by showing mockups of the giants in plywoods, tightly
corseted in the confines of gallery walls,
(e.g . Tony Smith , Art Gallery of Ontario ,
November 1968} by the incongruity of th e
environments only strike an urgent note, to
find available fitting space, and commission
or purchase outright the " real " thing .
Canada, at least has the space if not the will ,
the habit or the appetite to purchase large
confrontations for some of those arid areas.
Canadian talent is in a mood of high
productivity producing adequate sculpture
and painting fit for the new environments -

the plaza square (Toronto Dominion
Center?), the University Campus (Scarborough? Simon Fraser? etc.), shopping
complexes and a thousand other environments lacking the final seal of our time ...
the conceptual statement of the creative
artist.
Dilemma

In Canada at least, the dilemma really lies in
the acceptance of leadership. Who will take
the responsibility for the " hard sell " necessary for aesthetics. In particular the hidden
sword of indifference will kill t he active skill
of contemporary Canadian painters and
sculptors. Unless large new works find
homes and owners, the artist producer will
be forced to condemn his work to untimely
cessation. In the death of a movement which
wou ld be a powerful antidote to urban aridness the architect-designer must reflect
once again on lost initiatives . Will he pick
up this initiative to fight for p'acement of art
in architectural spaces or will he face the
coming year of grace, 1969, crying out " Am
I My Brother's Keeper" ?
Anita Aarons
12/ 68
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NEW ACOUSTIFORM®: medium-density
lay-in panels, now available in Canada

Available in broad range
of sizes to fit any application,
ceiling span or design need

New Celotex Acoustiform panels give you more ceiling design
freedom than you've ever had. Your Acousti-Celotex approved
applicator can supply Acoustiform panels in standard or custom
modules from 24" x 24" to 48" x 72". And at relatively low cost.
Modular flexibility is just one important feature of Acoustiform
panels. They keep their dimensional stability even when.installed
around wet-work or in other high humidity conditions. High
sound absorption-NRC range .80-.90. Attenuation values, 35-40.
Light reflection, 86 % .
New Celotex Acoustiform panels come in four distinctive patterns. Available as Class A (noncombustible) conforming to the
0-25 flame spread classification by ASTM-E-84. Also as Protectone® panels for UL time-rated assemblies.
For samples and guide specifications, call your Acousti-Celotex
approved applicator. Or write Canadian CELOTEX CWECO
Industries Limited.

FOR

SOUND / SOUND

CONDITIONIN G

ACOUS.T I-

CEJ.OTEX
PRODUCTS
CANA DIAN

CELOTEX CWECO

INDUSTRIES

LIMITED

100 Jutland Rd ., Toronto 18, Ont ./CL. 5-3407

Review .
Revue

The Museum of Contemporary Crafts of 1htl
American Craftsmen's Council has
published a booklet on Body Covering- "in
the beginning there was flax, cotton, wool,
silk and the bast fibers. Vegetable and
animal. For ten thousand years or more they
have been harvested, plucked, shorn,
collected, graded, cleaned, combed, felted,
spun, twisted, plied, woven, knitted, netted
and finished into usable materials ... now,
listen to the sounds of the new words:
cellu!osic, po!ynosic, polya!Tl'c:e t-Jo ly e~ter,
acrylic, polypropylene, polyv;r.vt spandex.
These are new fibres from the ia:::oratory.
They are man-made, extrudea through
spinnerettes in liquid or molten streams ...
They are controllable, uniform, predictable."
The booklet is a display of results and
potentials. It provides tremendous imaginative stimulation to the architect, from body
covering to a larger environment of spacial
enclosure, from cooling suits (1) and
inflatable individual life raft ga-rments (2) .
to a proposal for a garment with an inflatable
tail to form a seat (4) even a proposal for a
garment which inflates to form a combination seat and table (5). Among others are
Rudi Gernreich's topless bathing suit (6), a
sports suit including shoes (3), and the
colortorium (7), which would change tint,
textures, patterns, sound, odor by button.

4

5

6

7
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Architectural Design, like Architecture
Canada (April 1968) has devoted an issue
(October) to James Stirling. New projects by
Stirling, not shown in Architecture Canada
are published (8, 9, 10, 11) as well as a
superb color photograph of the interior of
the History Faculty, Cambridge.
Of equal interest is an article by Alvin
Boyarsky, Dean of the College of Architecture and Art, University of Illinois,
Chicago, who writes about Stirling's work.
It is an astonishing review. Rare in those
who write about contemporary architecture,
Boyarsky combines acute perception about

the condition in which architecture now
stands, and a scholarly perspective of
architectural development. He does not, as
many critics are prone to do, interpret
architecture from a special point of viewsocial, visual or technical. Nor does he
provide a ponderous germanic, art-historical
deliberation. We read his article with delight
-a pleasure we hope Dean Boyarsky will
continue to provide, as he has in this
singular commentary, on Stirling in particular and architecture in general.
A. J.D.
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Projects West

Features
Pro jets

Entrance, Mayland Heights Elementary
School
Entree de /' Ecole Elemen taire Mayland
Heights

12/ 68
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This 23 classroom elementary school is
located on the same site as an existing
junior high. An effort was made to orient all
classrooms away from the direct sun except
that of early morning. Strong cold, west
winds controlled placement of all entrances.
The main and child entrance is on the warm
and protected south side.

Mayland Heights
Elementary School

Gordon L. Atkins, Architect
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Ground floor plan
Plan du rez-de-chaussee

~

..

Graphic symbol on classroom door
Symbole graphique sur Ia porte d'une
salle declasse

Second floor plan
Plan du deuzieme etage
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Basically, the plan is a shifted square, but
because of berms, sloping roofs, alcoves
and three off-angle walls, the building takes
on visual complexity.

The entire building is of exposed concrete
in rough and smooth texture occasionally
brightened by large solid colored numbers
or names. Suspended corridor ceilings and
all trim are natural finished wood. Lower
classrooms have been partially depressed
with earth and brick berms providing an ,
earth tie and necessary insulation. The
$70,000 saved in heating and ventilating
costs by using earth insulation was used to
provide many child oriented extras inside
the building. Classrooms are sky/it with
sloped window strips and roof clerestory.

The corridor circulation was reduced to a
minimum. Traffic radiates from a large
entrance gathering place to all internal functions. The gym was depressed in order to
decrease its apparent external scale. The
3,000 square foot library was inte_nded and
designed to be the core of the school - the
symbolic " fountain of learning."

Entrance and administration
Entree et administration

Section
Coupe

12/ 68
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View from east
Vue de /'est

Lobby under skylight
Ecfairage nature/ du foyer

2nd floor exit
Sortie du deuxieme etage

Administration from west
Administration vue de /'ouest

$2
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Library, looking from mezzanine study
carrels
Bibliotheque, vue des pupitres de Ia
mezzanine

Library reading-story area
Secteur de lecture de Ia bibliotheque

Library skylight
Verriere de Ia bib!iotheque

Library mirrors from mezzanine
Miroirs de Ia bibliotheque vue de Ia
mezzanine
12/ 68
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Air Terminal Building
Vancouver International
Airport

Thompson, Berwick and Pratt, Architects
in collaboration with
Phillips, Barratt and Partners, Consulting
Engineers
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The Vancouver Airport, located on Sea
Island 12 miles from downtown, opened in
1931. In 1960 it was sold to the Department
of Transport and plans were initiated for a
new terminal building. Construction commenced in 1965, the facility was officially
opened September 1968. By 1970 the Airport will be operating with two parallel main
runways 11 ,000 feet long and two crosswind runways. The facilities are designed to
handle a projected load in 1978 of 1,000
passengers per hour, or two million people
annually, with further expansion possible.

Vancouver's Airport had to be an international one, yet the size of the city did not
allow the facilities to be duplicated for
domestic and international operations. The
major components relate in this manner:

12/68
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Two majo r decisions con cern ing circulation
we re made early in th e initial design pha se.
Th e first decision involve d the use of
" fingers" housing the boarding lounges
and remote from the main termina l to
load aircraft. The numb er of aircraft positions can then expand without requiring a
change in the main terminal. The second
decision involved the use of a two-level
scheme to sc parate arriving and departing
passenge rs.

36
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A depa rting passenger enters the terminal
on the upper level, checks at the appropriate coun ter and proceeds to a boarding
lounge located in the " fingers" of the building - a maximum 600 foot walk away. A covered, telescop ing ra mp allo ws direc t access
fro m lounge to ai~c ra ft. Baggage is loaded
at ground level, where fa ci lities for servic ing
all aspects of tr.e ai rc raft are also located at
each aircraft position.

An arri ving passenger leaves the aircra ft,
proceeds through the " finger" and descends
to the lower level where he claims his Juggage and leaves the terminal. The lower
area is divided into domestic arrival and
customs and im migration for international
tra vel/ers.

Lounges are located adjacent to, but not
directly in, major circulation routes .
A restaurant and bar, coffee shop, snack
bar, gift shop, duty-free shop, observation
decks, sleeping roomettes, nursery, barber
shop and other services are provided.

One of the major design problems was the
high water table and low load bearing soil
conditions. The water table prevented any
extensive underground parking or circulation. Additional parking would have to be
of a multi-level type to keep walking distances to a minimum. The soil factor
required 7,000 wooden piles, thirty to forty
teet long.

r r- - -.- - -..- - -

The basic structure of the building is concrete. The majority of the exterior finish
material is sand-blasted concrete, precast
panels, or hand-packed Okanagan stone.
Works by several artists have been integrated with the building.

--.- - -..---r --.. ,
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Michener Park
University of Alberta
Married Student
Housing

This first stage of this two-stage development comprises 299 dwe llings on a sixteen
acre site as follows: 197 two storey two bedroom row houses; four three storey apartments and "Vanier House" containing 42
suites and communal facilities for the
entire project.

Dennis and Freda O'Connor & Maltby,
Architects

12/68
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Vanier House consists of two-storey apartments each with a double bedroom, a studio
bedroom and a bathroom at mezzanine level.
Part of each living room is two storeys.
Tenant recreation area and laundry facilities are located on the 17th floor penthouse.
The main floor and second floor contain
management office space, kindergarten and
day nurseries and common room facilities
for the entire project.

Vanier House , main floor
Maison Vanier, premier etage

Vanier House, floors 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 , 13, 15
Maison Vanier, etages 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 , 13, 15

Vanier House, floors 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16
Maison Vanier, etages 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16

40
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The three storey apartments have accommodation at one level, service access from the
road, balcony and / or landscaped courts
access, cross ventilation , shared laundry
facilities (one laundry room to each six
suites}, and hot water heating from adjacent
mechanical rooms .

The two storey row houses are basically two
types: a through unit and a staggered unit.
Each house has patio access to landscaped
courts and service access from the road,
each has its own laundry facilities. Units are
heated with individual warm air furnaces .
Hot water is supplied from common mechanical rooms .

The total project, including roads , storm and
sanitary sewers, underground power and
gas distribution, fire protection , street lighting , parking, street signs, and preparation
tor (but not including) landscaping was
$4,500,000. Approximate cost for dwelling
unit (including above) was $15,000. Average
size of dwelling unit 950 square teet.

bed

2nd & 3rd floor suites

lower floor suite

Three storey apartment
Appartement a trois etages

mafn floor 2nd floor
Two storey through house
Maison simple a deux etages

main floor
2nd floor
Two storey staggered house
Maison decallee a deux etages
12/ 68
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Mida Residence
Winnipeg, Manitoba

McFeetors, Tergeson, Sedun, Architects

6-- J.j

L:J

bed

t

dining

bed

living j
_______
! .
0

Ground floor
Rez-de-chaussee

Basement
Sous-sol
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The house completed in August 1965, is
located on a 75' x 130' site. Other than the
owners' wish for privacy in outdoor activity,
the architects were given complete liberty
in design. Materials were selected for their
appearance, durability and ease of maintenance. Exterior materials are stucco,
rough sawn oiled cedar. Interior materials
are plaster and wood. Floor is slate and
carpet. Lighting is to a large extent indirect
fluorescent. Structure is concrete and steel
joists to main floor, wood stud walls and
stressed skin plywood panel roof assembly.

Urban Space Systems
as Living Form, Part 2

Anne Griswold Tyng

Part I of this three part article appeared in
the No vember issue. The conclusion will
be published next month.

Proportion

Plato in his Timaeus said, " It is impossible
to combine satisfactorily two things without
a third one : we must have between them a
correlating link . .. Such is the nature of
proportion. " The concept of proportion as a
principle involved in the generating of forms
was probably understood by the Egyptians,
as suggested by the proportions of the Great
Pyramid at Gizeh. (On its square base, each
of its four faces is formed by two half
Golden Rectangles with sides 1:1.618 and
with its proportional vertical height as
The Pythagorean concept of the Temple as
a proportional link between man and the
universe may have been based on the
intuitive recognition of the biological roots
of man-made forms and an unconscious
motivation in attempts to relate the
proportions of the human body to the
proportions of buildings. Although the
extraordinary properties of the Divine
Proportion have, as implied by its names The Golden Mean or Golden Section- an
aura of mysticism and, through the centuries
exercised something like the fascination of
a mystery cult to such men as Campanus of
Novara, Pacioli , Leonardo, Kepler, Zeysing,
Moessel, Hambridge, Matila Ghyka and
recently Le Corbusier, its precise
mathematical function in regular three
dimensional space as a fundamental/ink
between increase in scale and increase in
complexity should lift some of the veil of
numinosity to reveal its solid significance for
" metamorphology" (the term I suggest for
the study of the transformation of forms) .

vn

With our specialization of knowledge, we
have tended to separate symmetric form
from asymmetric form, but it is the Divine
Proportion ratio which unlocks the door
between them and provides as easy flow
from symmetry to asymmetry and back
again. In addition to this function of
relationship between the symmetric and
asymmetric, this ratio acts as a precise and
extremely flexible means of shifting scale,
and gives dimensional meaning to the
additive process of similarly proportioned
forms at different scales. The unique
property of a series of Divine Proportioned
elemen ts, in addition to being a summation

series in which each numerical value is the
sum of the two preceding values, is that it
is the only summation series that always
maintains an exact and consistent
proportion. The Fibonacci series (1, 1, 2, 3,
5, 8, 13, 21 , 34, 55, 89 . . . ) was apparently rediscovered in 1202 by Leonard of
Pisa (nicknamed Fibonacci) in his
experiments with the breeding of rabbits
and he found it to play a part in the
principles of growth and reproduction . This
series, in which each number is the sum of
the two preceding numbers, is, I have
found, actually a sub-unit of the Divine
Proportion, functioning as a link between
whole and irrational numbers -a link
between symmetric form and gnomonic
form. While lower numbers of the Fibonacci
series have quite different proportions, it is
well known that the higher numbers in the
series come very close to the Divine
Proportion without quite reaching it- 89/ 55
= 1.61818 .. .
In order to be meaningful to the maker of
forms as a tool for "counting" in proportion ,
the Divine Proportion series, I found, could
be expressed in a combination of symbols
and whole numbers as shown here - a
double interlocking Fibonacci series which
shows the Fibonacci series in its role as a
mathematical sub-unit of the 4> or Divine
Proportion series.
In phyllotaxy, the study of the arrangement
of leaves around a stem , examples of
spiralling parastichies show relationships in
the Fibonacci series - 3 + 5, 5 + a, 8+13 . .
For instance, with two opposing spirals
beginning at an inner leaf, one spiral
passes through 3 leaves and the opposing
spiral in an opposite direction passes
through 5 leaves before the two spirals
again intersect. Some botanists have
interpreted these recurring relatio~ships as
approximations, or a mystical striving toward
the perfection of the Divine Proportion . A
more meaningful possibility is that these
relationships in three dimensional space
express exact values in a Divine Proportion
series. If the longer increments of the flatter
spirals are in Divine Proportion to the shorter
increments of the steeper spirals in three
dimensional space, then we have 3 (1) +

5(4J)=4Jsexactly, 5(1) + 8(4>) = ¢6, and
8(1) + 13(¢) = ¢7. As we can
see from the table of values, these combinations represent precise values in a
Divine Proportion series. It is also interesting
that within each growth pattern , for instance
the 3 + 5 parastich ies, there are 3 of the
longer spirals and 5 of the shorter spirals
within the total circumference .
Research in natural forms will certainly.
uncover other variations of what might be
called spatial " proportional counting" in
units of 4> - Fibonacci series. This should
indicate something of the significance of the
Divine Proportion as a fact of spatial ordering in the evolution of all forms in three
dimensional space. The fascinating
possibilities of its use in man-made forms ,
allowing for continuous internal enrichment
and additive growth, is in stark contrast to
the rigid use of repetitive multiples of a
single modular dimension. While providing
growth flexibility, it still lends itself to
prefabrication, since the proportional series
can be composed of different combinations
of only two units - " whole units" and "4>
units".
Hierarchies

While it clearly appears to be a special
achievement of living forms, the repeating
cycle of bilateral, rotational, helical and
spiral is not apparently valid for non-living
or " inorganic " forms . The energies and
configurations progressively built up in the
rhythmic interplay of rotation and polarity
result in the gradual intensification of
structure and the flexible vitality which is a
special achievement of "higher" living
forms . An example which does indicate
evolution of form through a complete cycle
is the structure of hemag/obin which took
the 22 years work of Perutz and his
associates to uncover. This extraordinary
configuration of 10,000 atoms includes the
bilateral tetrahedral bonding of carbon
atoms in the glycine molecules, the
rotational clustering of the heme molecules,
the intricately helical alpha and beta chains
which in turn are folded into irregular spirals
and , finally, each of the four spiralling
myoglobin-type parts interlocked in a
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2 Julian S. Huxley, p. 35 Evolution in Action,
Signet Sc ience Library, copyright 1953

4 edges = 3 symmetric triangles

symmetrical tetrahedral arrangemen t to
form an overall bilateral symmetry, reaffirming a basic simplicity of organization over
the complexity of differentiated parts to start
a new cycle - a striking example of the
completion of a cycle and the beginning of a
new one in the hierarchies which build up
living forms . Nothing is lost. All the atoms
and molecu !es and variations of form are
there , but it is bilateral and simple in its
totality. With all the internal comp:exity of
this structure, we can barely conceive of the
fantastic number of hierarchies within
hierarchies which include and give
meaningful organization to the 280 million
such hemaglobin molecules contained in a
single red blood cell- which in itself takes
the rotational form of a disc.
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Not only does there appear to be a progress
in the life forms corresponding to the
geometric pmgression toward complexity
and increase in scale , but this progression
can be seen as a repeating one with each
new cycle building hierarchy upon hierarchy
which includes at each stage of development
the record of its earlier evolution, the
hiearchies of form and the hierarchies of
energy evo:ving from the interplay of polari ty
and rotation .
With tremendous leaps in the scale and
complexity of life forms , when the geometry
is camouflaged by variations in color, motion
and mysterious habitats, obscured by lapses
in time and hidden embryo shelters , the
cycles of symmetries are less sharply
defined. Bilateral man, evolved from
numberless hierarchies of cycles of form ,
from the primordial ordering of atoms and
molecules, goes through the cycle again in
the early stages of embryonic development
from the bilateral, then rotational cleavages
of the ovum , to the helical body stalk of 18
or 19 days, to the spiral embryo of about 4
weeks to the miniature complexity integrated
into his ultimate bilateral form as a 2 inch,
10 week embryo of potential human be ing.
Aldou s Huxley has observed that, " the cells
orient themselves along lines of tension, and
mu ltip ly faster here th an elsewh ere."2 Acted
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Control of the temperature and humidity
of room air is one of the important aspects of
conditioning for human comfort ( CBD 102) .
Heat ·a nd mois.ture must be supplied to or ren1oved from the air of a space to maintain the
desired c·onditions. This normally involves pro\'<ision of an air stream at a higher or lower
tempevature and humidity than that of the
space to the degree needed to balance the he·a t
and moisture loads in the room ( CBD 106) .
A knowledge of .the processes by which the
treatment of air is ·c arried out is essential for
an understanding of the capabiLities and limitations of an air conditioning system. The
problems or expense involved in achieving
certain conditions ·a re important considerations
in the seleotion and specification of the air
conditioning requirements for a building, and
are ulti,m ately related to the design of the
building enolosure. l1: is the purpose of this
Digest, therefore, to examine some of the processes involved in air treatment.
The proper.ties of air that are manipulated
by air conditioning equipment are temperature,
moisture content ta nd enthalpy or heat content.
These three properties are interrelated, so that
any two completely define .t he state point or
condition of the air.
A psychrometric chart is .a graphical representation of all poss•ible conditions within the
range for which the chart is constructed. One
design of such a chart in skeleton form is
shown in Figures 1 to 4. The horizontal scale
is air tempevature or dry-bulb temperature and
the vertical scale is moisture content expressed
in pounds of water per pound of air. Vertical
lines are, therefore, constant temperature lines,
NRC

DBR

OTTAWA

and horizontal lines are constant moisture
content lines. The curved line on the left is the
saturation line or 100 per cent relative humidity line, which represents the maximum
amount of moisture that oan be held at the
various temperatures and is a boundary of the
chart. The temperatures at points along this
line are referred to as saturation, or dew-point,
temperatures. Other degrees of saturation can
also be shown, as indicated by the 50 per cent
relative humidity line.
The heat content of moist air represents
the heat ·c ontent of both the air and the water
vapour it contains. Thus the total heat content
can be increased by raising either the temperature or the moisture content. A constant heat
content l•ine is, therefore, one of increasing
temperature 1and decreasing moisture content
or of increasing moisture content and decreasing temperature. Constant heat content lines
are straight I.ines sloping downward to the
right.
The chart is an excellent tool for visualizing
air conditioning processes and can also be used
for calculations. The problem to be solved is
usually one of maintaining a particular condition, such as A in Figure 1. If a room loses
heat and moisture, air must be supplied to the
room at some condition such as B having a
higher temperature and higher moisture content than that in the room. If the room gains
heat and moisture, air must be supplied at some
condition such as C having a lower temperature and moisture content. Some of the processes by which conditions such as B and C can
be achieved are relatively simple while others
are rather involved.
DECEMBER

1968
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Heating air from condition D to condition
E .in Figure 1 involves only an increase in heat
content and no change in moisture content. On
the chart this is represented by a constant
moisture content line from D to E . Similarly,
cooling from E to D is represented by removing heat, with no change in moisture content. Cooling beyond point D can proc·e ed
without moisture removal until the saturation
line is reached ; but any further cooling must
proceed _along the saturation line to some
poinf~F, with a resulting decrease in moisture
content.
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Air Mixing

Two streams of air at different temperature
and humidity conditions are often mixed to
produce one air stream with the desired supply
conditions. The temperature of the mixture
wiH be the weighted mean temperature of the
two original streams, and the moisture content
(ilb of water per lib of dry air) , their weighted
mean moisture content. With the mixing technique, outside air and air returned from the
space can often be used to provide the desired
supply condition. This is illustrated in Figure
1. Room air with temp erature and moisture
content conditions at A 'is mixed with outside
air at condition G . The condition of the mixture is some point C on a straight line joining
G and A . The location of C on the line depends on the proportions of the mixture. The
supply conditions can be adjusted by adjusting
the proportions of each. Two separately conditioned air streams are sometimes 1nixed to
achieve the desired supply condition.
Cooling and Humidifying
Cooling a nd humidifying can be accomplished by spraying water into the air. Such a
process .is called adia batic, •i n as much as no
heat is added or extracted. It is also known as
evaporative cooling. When an unsaturated
stream of air is passed through a recirculated
water spray, water is evaporated; if the spray
is adequate, the air wil:l be saturated. With no
heat added in the process, the heat required to
evaporate the water can only come from the
air, thus reducing air t emperature while increasing moisture content. The total heat content of the moist air remains unchanged.
This process is shown as line HI in Figure
2, where air, initiaHy at condition H , is treated
in an adiab atic spray. As no heat is added
whi1e the moisture content of the air is m-
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Heating, cooling, and mixing processes.
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The evaporative process .
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Cooling and deh umidifying process.

creased, the process must proceed along a line
of constant heat content and will reach condition I at satu ration. The temperature achieved... at saturation, therefore, depends only on
the initial total heat content and this, in turn,
depends on the initial dry-bulb temperature
and moisture content. This temperature is referred to as the thermodynamic wet-bulb temperature and is approximately equal to the
temperature of the wetted wick of a wet-bulb
thermometer. Lines of constant wet-bulb temperature can be regarded as lines of constant
heat content.
If the spray were inadequate, the process
migh t proceed only to some unsaturated condition J on the same wet-bulb line. This would
produce the same effect as conditioning only
part of the air stream to condition I and then
mixing it with air at the initial condition H.
Such a process would result if part of the air
were allowed to bypass the spray.
T he exit condition of the air can be control-led if the wet-bulb temperature of the entering air is adjusted by heating or cooling, or
preferably by mixing with outside air. Heating
air above condition X or cooling it below condition Y will produce the required entering
wet-bulb temperature. Air at either X or Y can
also be brought to condition I by passing it
through a sprayed coil or a spray maintained
at temperature I by heating or cooling.
The application of the adiabatic spray process to air conditioning is limited by the outside air wet-bulb temperatures and the space
air conditions required: If the need is for space
conditions of 75 °F and 50 per cent relative
humidity, corresponding to a saturation tern-

perature of 55 °F , evaporative cooling will not
be adequate during the summer in most parts
of Canada because outside wet-bulb temperatures exceed this value for a significant part of
the time. In industrial and commercial applications where higher humidities and temperatures can be tolerated for part of the time, and
where large air quantities are acceptable, outside air treated in an adiabatic spray may be
supplied to the space to relieve high temperature conditions during summer months.
The evaporative cooling process is used
extensively for cooling water. Both the water
temperature and the air dry-bultb temperature
approach the wet-bulb temperature. This is
the process used in cooling towers.
Heating and Humidifying
Heating and humidifying, a common winter
requirement, involves the supply of heat to
raise the temperature of the air and its associated water vapour plus addition of heat to
evaporate the adde~ moisture. Certain psychrometric conditions must also be fulfi.Ued in order
to introduce the moisture into the air. This is
best illustrated by an example.
If air at condition K (Figure 3) is to be
heated and humidified to condition L:
(hL- hK) Btu of heat and (m L- mK) lb of water
must be added for each pound of air.
There are several ways in which this can be
accomplished . The lowest temperature at which
air will hold the desired moisture quantity is
the dew-point or saturation temperature corresponding to condition L and the lowest heat
content possible for this condition is h 0 • The
process can be carried out by treating air in a
spray heated to t 0 where the air will be heated
and saturated at to ; it can then be heated
without moisture addition to condition L . Alternatively, air can be heated to M where its
wet-bulb temperature is to, then .t reated in an
adiabatic spray to cool and saturate it at t o,
followed by heating to L. A third alternative
is to heat air t o N where the wet-bulb temperature is equal to the wet-bulb desired for condition L, then add adiabatically the exact
amount of water to increase the moisture content and decrease the dry-bulb temperature to
reach condition L.
If air is humidified with steam, it must first
be heated so that its heat content plus the heat
content of the steam exceeds h o. Usually only
one heating coil is used, in which case the air
is heated to some condition P, so that the heat
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content at P plus the heat added by the steam
produces the required heat content and temperature at L.
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Cooling and Dehumidifying
Cooling and dehumidifying are also common requirements in air conditioning. When
air passes through a heat exchanger or coil
whose temperature is below the dew-point
temperature of .the air, moisture condenses and
the dry-bulb temperature of the air is reduced.
The heat extraction involves both the heat
content of the air and the latent heat of the
water vapour condensed.
The condition of air leaving a cooling coil
depends on .t he coil design . If a water spray is
added to the coil or if a cooled water spray is
used, the exit air will for practical purposes be
saturated at the spray-water temperature, provided only that the spray -is .,adequate. An example is shown in Figure 4- where air at condition Q is cooled and dehumidified to condition R by passing through a sprayed coil or
water spray maintained at the temperature R .
The reduction in temperature, moisture content, and heat content is apparent.
Cases often arise where dehumidifying requirements result in an air temperature too low
for direct introduction into the room. Heating
along a constant moisture content line to some
condition S is required. This situation usually
arises when both temperature and humidity in
the space must be controlled and the dehumidifying load demands a saturated stream. The
temperature and moisture content in a saturated stream cannot be controlled independently,
however. For a given cooling load and a given
dehumidifying load, there is only one possible
air quantity and only one possible saturated
temperature that will provide the correct deficiency in heat and the correct deficiency in
moisture to maintain the desired temperature
and humidity in the space.
If the heat and moisture loads change, but
change in the same proportion, the air quantity
can be changed or the supply temperature can
be changed (within narrow limits) to maintain
the desired room conditions. But if the ratio

of the heat and moisture loads changes, it is no
longer possible to maintain both the desired
temperature and humidity. When close humidity control is required , therefore, it is usually necessary to operate the system so as to
regulate the humidity level but overcool and
then reheat for temperature control, as in
Figure 4.
For most comfort conditioning applications close humidity control is not usually necessary and the system can be operated in such
a way that space temperature is controlled and
humidity allowed to vary ; this avoids the requirement for reheat and results in a considerable saving in energy. In the design of the
system the air quantity and the saturated temperature are usually selected so as to maintain
some desired space condition at the design
cooling and dehumidifying loads. At part
loads the temperature is controlled and the
humidity allowed to vary above and below the
desired value. When both temperature and
humidity must be under positive control,. t.be
complexity of the system and its controls, and
thus the costs, are increased.
Conclusion
In this Digest, it has been possible to describe only in general terms the processes involved in treating air for comfort air conditioning. To assess the suitability of a given airconditioning system for a specific building, a
detailed quantitative analysis is necessary. It is
only at this point that the full implications of
the building and its loads become apparent.
The psychrometric chart provides a graphical representation of the properties of moist
air and a means of illustrating the nature of
the processes involved. It is necessary to understand these processes in order to appreciate
the general capabilities and limitations of different systems, and to recognize the implications of the room conditions that are specified.
An arbitrary selection of a specific temperature
and humidity, without reference to the possible
range of conditions that will adequately satisfy
the requirements of the occupancy, may lead
to unnecessarily complex and costly systems.

Thi s is one of a series of publications being produced by the D ivision of B uilding R esearch of the N ational R esearc h Council.
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a separate pamphlet must be made through the Division of Building R esearch. French translations of the Digests are being issued as
quickly as possible. V inyl binders (price $2 ) are available on request.
The Division issues m any publications describing the work can-ied out in the several fi elds of research f or w hich it i s 1'esPon sible.
A list of these publications and additio nal copies of D igests can be obtained by writing to the P u blications Section, D ivision of B u ilding
R esearch, National R esearch Council, Ottawa , Canada .
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on in turn by tensions related to the earth 's
rotation and to gravity, the pure geometry of
atoms and molecules has been continuously
adding to itself in sel f-transforming patterns,
arranging and rearranging itself in infin ite
possibilities of form .
Form thus finds its own form , exten di ng
feelers, gills and tentacles to the world
around it, in its ro tational tensioning,
expanding its magic ci rc le to new concepts
of space - from deep sea creature 's fi rst
sensitivity to light to man 's skyward
extension of sight through rada r telescope,
from the first articulation of fin and finger to
the spiritual dimensions of man 's creativity his response to the challenging tension of
individual man with his collective
environment.
Form finds new helical dimensions,
elongating to differentiate intake and output,
strengthening backbone between tusk and
tail , head and anal poles, articulating the
tensions between male and female from
simple reproduction to elaborate courtsh ips,
tensioning emotions between sexuality and
spirituality, stretch ing to new concepts of
time between past and future, memory and
anticipation , between the awareness of
man 's darkest orig in and his highest
aspiration , between the depths of the
unconscious mind and conscious thought.
Fo rm st retches to elaborate both length and
breadth in spiralling shells and b ranches,
antennae and antle rs, experi menting in
exotic forms with "displayed existential
value", dividing and sub-dividing into the
int ricate filigree <ilf blood vessels and
delicate nerve ends, involuting to extend
the internal surfaces of digestive glands and
lungs for the detailed and intensive organization of complex life processes,
discovering for itself infinite variety and
complexity- subtleties of camouflage,
heightened movement, the play of light and
coloring of forms, the tensioning of forms in
space and time toward an infinity of matter,
toward weightlessness and toward the
intricate involution and complexity of the
brain.

In the fleeting moments of delicate balance
between the tensions of polarity and
rotation , the tensions of space and time are
resolved in bilateral living fo rm , the interlocking of complexity to prod uce a new
unity of relationship, the transformati on of
the end of complexity to a new beg inni ng of
simplicity - the inclusion of complexity
with in simplicity - th e discovery of the cycle
- the balanc ing and neutral izing of tensions
of space and time with in a highe r order - the
creation of the first hierarchy of fo rm. From
countless levels of such hierarch ies the
brain of man was formed , the evolution of
human consc iousness and the psychic
potentials of individuation and " rebi rth",
man 's mystical striving for the secret of
creation , for concepts of immo rtality free of
time and space and causality- for
synchronicity - the " static" immortal
synthesis of " kineti c" mortal concepts. The
balancing of these tensions reaches its
highest forms of integ ration in the early
synthesis of rel igious concepts, in the
monotheism of ancient Egypt, recurring in
the God of Moses and in Zeus, king of gods
and men at the apex of Olympian hierarchies
- man 's articulation of the unknown. Stages
of concepts in the evolution of human
knowledge were al so marked by synthesis Parmenides' realizat ion of a spherical earth ,
Aristarchus ' of the earth's movement around
the sun and his determi nation of the scale of
the solar system , th e discoveries of Kepler,
Gallileo, Newton and Darwin. As new
scientific concepts of the universe extended
the conscio us mind, earlier discarded
concepts were transferred to the primordial
memory of the unconscious mind, so that in
Carl Jung's concept of psychic "individuation", th e principle of synchronicity is
expressed in extensions of the conscious
and unconscious mind to new balances of
what is known and what is unknown.
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33' x73' barrel-vault Plexiglas cv'tJer. Plexiglas.color 2412, Bronze
Formed by English Plastics Ltd;, Brampton.
Designed and
nPr.ted bv Jckes-Rraun Glasshouses of Canada, Beamsville, Ont.

C'mon in-the climate's fine ...
under an enclosure of PLEXIGLAS®
There's no "off season" at a pool that is protected by
an enclosure of transparent PLEXIGLAS acrylic plastic.
Occupancy stays high because a climate conducive to
pool use can be maintained regardless of the weather,
time of day or time of year.
The light weight of strong; breakage-resistant
PLEXIGLAS minimizes the supporting structure needed
for large pool enclosures. PLEXIGLAS can be formed
into attractive domes that have great rigidity, permitting the design of super-size daylight openings. And

the weatherability of PLEXIGLAS has been proved
through more than 20 years of outdoor use.
In addition to colorless sheets, PLEXIGLAS is available
in a broad range of transparent tints for the control
of solar heat and glare. Write today for our brochure,
"Natural Light Through Domes and Arches of
PLEXIGLAS." We will also be glad
to provide you with the names
and addresses of qualified pool
&HAAS~
enclosure manufacturers.

ROHMID
COMPANY OF CANADA . LIMITED
WI. T I'!

I~~.

0 II T .r.~ I 0

®Tra dema rk Reg. U.S. Pat. Off., Canada and principal Western Hemisphere countries. Sold as 0ROCI.As® in other countries.
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Education and
Communication

Education et
Communication

The Stanley House Architect-Educator
Conference

La Conference a Stanley House des
Architectes-Enseignants

Avant-Propos

Les assemblees a Stanley House sont offertes par le Conseil des Arts,
pour fournir une occasion aux personnes interessees aux arts,
humanites ou sciences sociales, de se rencontrer, discuter les idees et
echanger les points de vues sur un theme precise, dans l'espoir que
!'experience stimulera et recompensera et que les liaisons d'amities
durables et la cooperation professionnelle seront de !'avant durant la
longue semaine de sessions tenues ala maison de retraite de Gaspe. Ceci
etait certainement le cas quand le groupe representant l'Institut Royal
d'Architecture du Canada, se reunit en aout. Un architecte pratiquant,
qui assistait comme president d'un co mite, a ete appo inte de puis a une
position academique permanente a une nouvelle Ecole d'Architecture.
En plus, la conference a eu un profond effet sur la perspective de
plusieurs assistants; ils traitent main tenant des Affaires de l'Institut ou
leurs Ecoles avec une nouvelle comprehension et plus de discernement.
Luc Durand a donne !'impression de ce sentiment quand se referant ala
nature de la procedure dont les entretiens etaient tenus, a dit: "un
murmure de silence et de meditation sera perpetue dans la memo ire de
ceux presents et aidera dans differentes occasions a accomplir plus
d'actions positives".
En preparant les grandes !ignes des sujets de discussions Douglas
Shadbolt rappelait que !'Expose de la Profession conduit recemment
par l'IRAC indiquait un mecontentement considerable parmi des
architectes avec !'education qu 'Us ant rer;ue quanta son efficacite en les
preparant aux exigences de la pratique. En plus de la critique des
Ecoles, !'Expose a fait de fortes representations pour des programmes
sur la continuite de !'education. Depuis ce temps les Ecoles ant pris
qu elques initiatives en essayant de trouver un nouveau programme qui,
croient-ils, se rapportera mieux aux directions futures de la pratique,
comme ils la voient. Les interets des Ecoles et de la profession sont
intimement associes, mais les communications entre-elles ant ete
limitees. Dans une periode de changements rapides, ceci est une
dangereuse situation pour l'avenir de la profession. Croyant qu 'une
reevaluation de !'education de l'architecte serait utile pour taus ceux
qui sont concernes, le Conseil des Arts a rendu possible a !'IRA C, la
tenue d'une conference d'une semaine a Stanley House. Les
praticiens et les educateurs suivants ant ete invites a y participer: *
John Bland, Montreal; Tore Bjornstad, Waterloo ; Robert Briggs,
Toronto ; Ian Davidson, Vancouver; Guy Desbarats, Montreal; Luc
Durand, Quebec; Samuel Gitterman, Ottawa; William Greer, Toronto;
Harry May erovitch, Montreal; Norman McMurrich, Toronto; Peter
Prangnell, Toronto ; Roy Sellars, Winnipeg; Douglas Shadbolt, Ottawa;
Warren Smale, Simcoe.
*Voir Architecture Canada Septembre 1968, Page 2 1
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La Conference

a Stanley House

Introduction

3

Stanley House Conferen<

Stanley House meetings are sponsored by the Canada Council to
provide an opportunity for people with common interests in the arts,
fzumanities or social sciences to meet, discuss ideas and exchange points
of view on a given theme, all in the hope _the experience will be
stimulating and rewarding and that lasting bonds of friendship and
professional cooperation will be forged during the week long summer
gatherings at the secluded Gaspe retreat. This was certainly the case
when the group representing the Royal Architectural Institute of
Canada met in August. One practicing architect, who attended as
chairman of a committee, has since been appointed to a full time
academic position at a new School of Architecture. In addition, the
conference had a profound effect on the outloook of many attending,·
they are now dealing with the affairs of the Institute or their Schools
with new understanding and purposefulness. Luc Durand gave
expression to this feeling when, referring to the nature of the setting in
which the talks were held, he said "a murmur of silence and meditation
will be perpetuated in the minds of those present and will help on
different occasions to achieve more positive action".
In setting out a broad outline of points for discussion, Douglas
Shad bolt recalled that the Survey of the Profession conducted recently
by the RAIC indicated considerable dissatisfaction by architects with
the education they had received relative to its effectiveness in preparing
them for the exigencies of practice. Besides criticism of the Schools,
the Survey made strong representations for programs on continuing
education. The Schools, since then, have taken some initiative in
searching out new curricula which, they believe, relate better to the
future directions of practice, as they see it. The interests of the Schools
an·d of the profession are intimately connected but communication
between them has been limited. In a period of rapid change this is a
dangerous situation for the future of the profession. Believing that a
reassessment of the education of the architect would be useful for all
concerned, the Canada Council made it possible for the RAIC to hold
the week-long conference at Stanley House. The following
practitioners and educators were invited to attend:*
John Bland, Montreal,· Tore Bjornstad, Waterloo,· Robert Briggs,
Toronto,· Ian Davidson, Vancouver,· Guy Desbarats, Montreal; Luc
Durand, Quebec,· Samuel Gitterman, Ottawa,· William Greer, Toronto,·
Harry Mayerovitch, Montreal; Norman McMurrich, Toronto; Peter
Prangnell, Toronto,· Roy Sellars, Winnipeg; Douglas Shadbolt, Ottawa,·
Warren Smale, Simcoe.

*See Architecture Canada September 1968, Page 21
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Douglas Shadbolt fut le president des assemblees tenues sans
formalites, chaque jour sur la veranda ou dans le jardin dominant la
Baie de Chaleur et le sozr pres d'un foyer allume dans le salon de
Stanley House. Le president assura que les ·objectifs enonces de la
conference etaient realises durant les periodes de discussions. Au
debut, il mentionna que no us devrions examiner l'etat de la profession
de !'architecture avec une reference particuliere au role de l'architecte
dans l'industrie de la construction et evaluer son efficacite dans un etat
de conditions changeantes. Les discussions ont ete concentrees au tour
d'une tentative de definir le nouveau role ou roles de l'architecte pour
rencontrer ces conditions changeantes et d'ebaucher les criteres de
performance requis pour les accomplir. Le groupe a examine les
programmes d'education courants et proposes, les idees et methodes et
a essaye d'evaluer leur efficacite pour obtenir les criteres de
performance voulus, considerant separement les differents problemes
au niveaux des etudiants, des diplomes et des cours professionnels
supplementaires. Les implications des nouveaux roles sur les attitudes,
!'organisation et la presente administration de la profession ont ete
consideres avec !'idee de fournir des recommandations utiles d l'IRA C
et aux Ecoles d'Architecture pour action appropriee.
Il y a eu une realisation immediate d'une veritable affinite entre la
pensee de l'educateur et du praticien. Ni l'un ni !'autre croyaient qu 'elle
existait, jusqu 'd ce qu 'ils expriment leur pensee ouvertement d
l'assemblee amicale d Stanley House.
Un sommaire definitif ou critique des discussions qui ont resultees
durant les cinq jours, sur la rive de la Peninsule de Gaspe, est impossible.
C'etait une opportunite d'explorer les idees avec d'autres qui partagent
un interet special concernant le sujet de la conference. Un redacteur
risquerait de faire un enonce incomplet et la probabilite que les
impressions et citations collectees n 'exprimeraient pas avec precision
!'intention des auteurs.
Cinq matieres generales emergent de ces discussions:
1. Le but de la profession dans une societe changeante et le role de
l'architecte.
2. Les objectifs de l'enseignement d'architecture.
3. Les influences d'une nouvelle technologie et des nouvelles
methodes de penser.
4. La recherche comme source d'information.
5. Liaison d'enseignement entre etudiants et la profession bureau-atelier.
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Douglas Shad bolt was chairman of the meetings, held informally each
day on the verandah or the lawn overlooking the Baie de Chaleur and in
the evenings beside a roaring fire in the living room of Stanley House.
The chairman made sure that the stated objectives of the conference
were realized in the discussion periods. Initially, he noted that we
should examine the state of the profession of architecture with
particular reference to the role of the architect in the building industry
and evaluate his effectiveness in light of changing conditions.
Discussions centred around an attempt to define the new role or roles
of the architect. to meet these changing conditions and to outline the
performance criteria required to fulfill them. The group examined
current and proposed educational programs, ideas and methods, then
attempted to evaluate their effectiveness to meet the performance
criteria, considering separately the different problems of
undergraduate, graduate and continuing education . . The implications
of the new roles on the attitudes, organization and present
administration of the profession were considered with the idea of
providing useful recommendations to the RAIC and to the Schools of
Architecture for appropriate action.
There was an immediate realization of a genuine affinity between the
thinking of educator and practitioner that neither really believed
existed until they expressed their thought openly to the free and
friendly assembly at Stanley House.
A definitive summary or critique of the discussions that ensued during
the five days on the shore of the Gaspe Peninsula is impossible. It was
an opportunity to explore ideas with others who shared special concern
about the subject matter of the conference. One risks incomplete
statement and the probability that the impressions and quotations
collected may not be expressed as their authors intended.
Five general topics emerged from the discussions:
1. The purpose of the profession in a changing society and the role of
the architect.
2. The objectives of architectural education.
3. The influences of new technology and new ways of thinking.
4. Research as a source of information.
5. Educational liaison between students and the profession-a
teaching office.
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Le But de Ia Profession dans une Societe Changeante
et le Role de I' Architecte
L'examen du role de l'architecte a ete exprime en forme graphique
comme base pour discussion. Guy Desbarats a presente "Le Grillage"
une matrice qui dresse les opportunites du travail de l'architecte contre
!'experience connue des gradues universitaires formes dans
!'architecture. Cette grande ligne demontre comment le role de
l'architecte peut etre varie et suggere le besoin, la direction et la
fonction du produit d'une education orientee en architecture.
11 est dangereux de penser de l'architecture-ou autres recherchescomme quelque chose exercee sans limites specifiques. L'essence de ce
qu'est !'architecture est claire mais ses angles sont doux et fusionnent
insensiblement avec plusieurs autres considerations. Pendant que des
divisions professionnelles peuvent avoir quelques commodites, elles
peuvent COUper et deformer la realite.
Le mouvement perpetuel semble etre la tradition du siecle. 11 est
evident que le champ d'opportunites ouvertes aux architectes exige une
nouvelle approche aI' education. Les deliberations apportent quelques
mecontentements avec des produits passes des ecoles d'architecture et,
par consequent avec le role subsequent de l'architecte. 11 peut etre
implique dans l'ardeur de ceux presents de suggerer !'adoption du
"nouveau" et oublier le passe, qu'ils exprimaient ici une certaine
defensive. Quelque-uns pensaient que nous cherchions des
ameliorations et des remedes sans un diagnostic precis et complet des
problemes de la profession. Quoique nous ne puissions determiner
precisement ce qui ne va pas dans le role actuel de l'architecte, nous
avons quand meme continue la recherche d'une vraie image de la
situation telle qu'elle existe. Nous admettons que l'architecte n 'est pas
une simple entite dans son appel dynamique et qu'il devrait y avoir une
realisation generale de ceci s'il doit se specialiser afin de faire face au
defi de la technologie en epanouissement du dessin d'urbanisme et du
dessin de la construction, ou autres confrontations.
Devons-nous chercher la formation de specialistes avec des pensees
quanti ta ti ves o u 1a formation de sup er-generalistes sans
responsa bili tes?
A la 1ongue, nous etions tous d'accord que nous aimerions croire que
l'architecte de demain commencera comme un etre humain qui
travaille fort dans les complications de la technique d'aujourd'hui et
finalement produit quelque chose d'une certaine valeur pour d'autres
humains. Ceci n'est pas une vocation claire et on doute qu'elle le
deviendra. Les architectes sont bons, mauvais ou
indifferents-ordinairement sur la base de leur reelle implication avec la
nature humaine. 11s seront ainsijuges ou estimes par leur confrere.
Evidemment, les circonstances forcent de nouvelles voies de pratique,
mais qu'elles sont ces nouvelles voies et sont-elles significatives? La
matrice indique qu'il y a plusieurs nouvelles opportunites pour l'usage
de la formation de !'architecture dans une variete de pratiques.
Le but du grillage, employant la forme graphique est d'examiner la
distribution des emplois avec le total des positions disponibles dans
l'industrie de la construction ainsi que de verifier les polices de
promotions de !'education et de la profession. Par ce moyen nous
pouvons tenter d'assurer qu'il y aura une presence significative du point
de vue de !'architecture au sein de la societe.
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The Purpose of the Profession in a Changing Society and
the Role of the Architect
The examination of the role of the architect in society was expressed in
graphic form as a basis for discussion. Guy Desbarats presented "The
Grid" , a matrix which plots the architecturaljob opportunities possible
against the known experience of architecturally trained university
graduates. This outline demonstrates how varied the role of the
architect can be and suggests the need, direction and function of the
product of an architecturally oriented education.
It is dangerous to think of architecture- or any other pursuit- as
something practiced within specific boundaries. The essence of what is
architecture is clear but its edges are soft and merge imperceptibly with
many other considerations. While professional divisions may have some
convenience, they can cut off and distort reality.

Perpetual movement seems to be the tradition of the century. It is
obvious that the open field of possibilities offered to architects requires
a completely new approach to education. The deliberations aired some
dissatisfaction with past products of architectural schools and ,
therefore , with the architects' subsequent role. It might be implied , in
the eagerness of those present to suggest adoption of "newness" and
forget the past, that they were expressing a certain defensiveness here.
Some felt that we were looking for improvements and remedies
without an accurate and complete diagnosis of the problems of the
profession. Although we could not be precise in determining what
exactly is wrong with the present role of the architect , we nevertheless
continued the search for a true picture of the situation as it exists. We
agreed the architect is not a single entity in his dynamic calling·and that
there must be a general realization of this if he is to specialize to meet
the challenge of the exploding technology of urban design and building
design , or any other confrontation.
Must we seek the formation of specialists with quantitative minds or
the formation of super-generalists without responsibilities?
In the long run , we all agreed that we would like to believe that the
architect of tomorrow will start as a human being who works hard in
the complications of today's technique and finally produces something
of worth for other human beings. This is not a clear vocation and it is
doubtful that it ever will be. Architects are good , bad or indifferent,
usually on the basis of their real involvement with human nature. They
will be so judged or estimated by their fellow men.
Circumstances obviously force new ways of practice , but what are
these new ways and are they significant? The matrix indicates that
there are many new opportunities for the use of architectural training
in a variety of practices.
One purpose of the grid, using the graphic form , is to examine the
employment distribution with the total available job opportunities in
the building industry so as to verify educational and professional
promotional policies. In this way we can attempt to ensure that there
will be a significant presence of architectural point of view within
society.
The indications are that the matrix might serve as a useful tool in
calculating the existence of and the need for registered architects. It
may also be possible for alumni associations to use the principle as a
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Les indications sont que la matrice pourrait servir comme un outil utile
en calculant I' existence de , et le besoin pour les architectes enregistres.
II est possible aussi que les anciens etudiants d'associations emploieront
le principe comme une base extremement possible sur laquelle on peut
examiner les roles fonctionnels exerces par les individus, autres que
ceux qui ont une formation en architecture, lequel role pourrait etre
joue par des diplomes en architecture a des degres varies d'occupation
apres la graduation. C'est aussi une base extremement possible sur
laquelle on peut examiner les roles fonctionnels exerces par des
individus, autres que ceux qui ont une formation en architecture,
lequel role pourrait etre joue par des diplomes en architecture.
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Le grillage demontre une multitude de roles pour le generaliste et le
specialiste dans le domaine de I' architecture. Chaque section peut etre
develop pee bien au dela de ce qui est indique. L'impact d'une personne
ayant une formation en architecture pourrait se faire ressentir dans
bien d'autres champs d'operations. Les indications peuvent bien etre
que nous n'entrainons pas assez de gens dans la voie de notre profession
et que, si nous augmentons le rendement de personnes bien formees,
!'impact de notre profession dans la societe deviendra plus effectif
beaucoup plus tot.
Ala fin, les participants ala conference sentaient que le role unique de
l'architecte etait la formation de concepts en construction ou
specifiquement le jugement est implique en relations avec les etres
humains. Harry Mayerovitch l'a resume avec concision lorsqu'il a dit
qu'on pourrait dire que les architectes exercent leurs fonctions dans
leur domaine comme s'ils etaient une conscience pour l'industrie de la
construction .

2.
Les Objectifs de I'Education en Architecture
Le rapport entre les ecoles et la profession pratiquee dans tousles stages
de I' education et reeducation, et l'emploi, etait de premier rapport. Les
discussions ont inclu une consideration de participation des etudiants
et de la faculte dans les affaires et !'administration d'associations et
instituts professionnels. Le rapport concernant cette topique
reapparait mais, puisqu'il est difficile de separer !'education de la
formation, nous considerions specialement l'etudiant n'ayant pas son
diplome et sa relation avec la faculte ala pratique de la profession et sa
periode interne a pres sa graduation.
Le besoin le plus important pour le diplome, autre que I' experience de
la pratique, peut etre celui d'un cours avance, ou post-gradue, ou
d'education sous forme de specialisation se rapportant ala recherche
qui en retour porte une in time relation aux besoins de la pratique de la
profession et aux agences publiques.
Au dela des besoins d'education des etudiants, il y a une demande
serieuse pour I' education continue par les architectes pratiquants et, en
grands termes, par le public en general. Un rapport plus rapproche entre
les ecoles d'architecture et la profession est des plus desirable dans ce
genre d'education qui presente de grandes opportunites pour une
recherche active et informative dans plusieurs spheres de la pratique et
des techniques.
La longueur du programme d'etudes et son contenu etablis par les
ecoles sont differentes dans presque tousles cas. Depuis qu'il y a tant de
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basis of a survey to calculate the position of their graduates in
architecture at various stages of occupation after graduation. It is also
an extremely workable basis on which to examine the functional roles
exercised by individuals, other than those architecturally trained ,
whose role might be played by architecturally trained graduates.
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The grid demonstrates a multitude of roles for the generalist and the
specialist in the architectural field. Each section can be expanded well
beyond that indicated. The impact of a person who has received
architectural training could be felt in so many fields of endeavour. The
indications may well be that we are not training nearly enough people
in the way of our profession and that , if we increased the output of well
trained people , then the impact of our profession on society would be
more effective that much sooner.
In the end , conference participants felt that the unique role of the
architect was in concept formation in the building field where ,
specifically , it involved judgment in relation to human beings. Harry
Mayerovitch summed it up most concisely when he said that
"architects could be said to function as the conscience of the building
Industry".

2.
Objectives of Architectural Education
The relationship between the Schools and the practicing profession in
all stages of training, retraining, and employment, was of prime
concern. Discussions included a consideration of participation by
students and faculty in the affairs and administration of professional
associations and institutes. Much of the concern about this topic recurs
but, since it is difficult to separate education from training, we
considered specially the undergraduate and his relation to the faculty,
to the practicing profession and his internship period after graduation.
The most important need of the graduate, other than practical
experience , can be one of advanced , or post-graduate education where
some form of specialization is the main purpose. Specialization relates
to research which in turn bears an intimate relationship to the needs of
the practicing profession and to public agencies.
Beyond the educational needs of graduate students there is a serious
demand for continuing education by practicing architects and , in broad
terms , by the public-at-large. A close relationship between the Schools
of Architecture and the profession is most desirable in this type of
education, which presents great opportunities for active and informed
research into the many spheres of practice and techniques.
The length of the program and the format of the curriculum established
by Schools is different in almost every case. Since there are so many
fields to serve, this variety is desirable and it gives an opportunity for
students to choose their approach to general education, as well as to
specialization later. . A set length of time for any course is really only
useful for administrative purposes and limitations may not serve the
best interests of either the individual student or the profession as a
whole. It is possible to prescribe a series of approaches to general
education so students may make the selection of an option around a
central main stream. In the course structure there should be no
constraint on leaving for a period of travel or practical experience. The
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domaines a servir, cette variete est desirable et elle presente !'occasion
aux etudiants de choisir leur approche a une education generale, aussi
bien qu 'a une specialisation plus tard. Quelque soit le cours, une
periode definitive n'est reellement pas utile sauf pour des buts
administratifs et les limitations ne servent peut-etre pas les meilleurs
interets de l'etudiant en particulier ou de la profession en general. 11 est
possible de prescrire une serie d'approches a !'education generale afin
que les etudiants puissent faire la selection d'une option autour d'un
programme directeur. Dans la structure des cours, il ne devrait pas y
avoir de contrainte sur un depart pour une periode de voyage ou
experience pratique. La qualite du produit de finition est le seul point
reel en question. La profession accepte lejugement de l'ecole quand un
diplome en architecture est accorde, mais que vaut ce diplome? 11 ne
designe pas necessairement le gradue pour la profession. Un degre
d'etudiant est seulement I' evidence de l'habilete de l'etudiant de venir a
bout d'une complexite de construction avec une competence
raisonnable. Ceci etait l'objectif dans le passe, mais main tenant il y a du
changement. La profession a mise une responsabilite sur l'ecole de
presenter un produit competent. Main tenant la question est: est-ce que
les ecoles produisent un gradue qui est adaptable aux roles varies que
nous avons anterieurement essaye de definir? En realite , il se peut
qu'un nombre de sujets enseignes a l'universite pourraient etre mieux
enseignes ailleurs, de puis qu 'a l'universite ils emploient un temps
precieux qui doit etre dispose pour une education reelle. Plusieurs
aspects de la formation pourraient etre mieux enseignes dans des
conditions actuelles, plutot que dans !'ambiance artificielle de l'ecole.
L'experience de bureau peut etre d'une qualite variante pour les
etudiants. Quelquefois elle a peu de valeur lorsque les professionnels
operant les bureaux montrent pas plus d'interet dans l'avancement
personnel et la formation de l'architecte interne que dans la situation
d'un autre employe. 11 y a un besoin pour une entente rapprochee des
responsabilites de la profession et du professeur. 11 y a aussi un besoin
pour l'etudiant de connaltre , en tout temps ou il se place en relation
avec l'un ou l'autre. Les ecoles doivent travailler avec les associations
professionnelles a savoir ou elles se tiennent en rapport avec les
responsabilites. Cette tache est une responsabilite qui ne devr<}it pas
etre abdiquee ni par l'educateur ou les associations. La profession doit
enoncer ce qu'elle veut des ecoles, dans une claire comprehension, que
plusieurs etudiants ne sont pas interesses, excites ou inspires par le
corps professionnel.
Les educateurs pensent que l'image de la profession est souvent
implantee dans la pensee de l'etudiant a l'ecole secondaire , et qu'en
result at les etudiants eux-memes se presentent aux ecoles
d'architecture sont deja mal informes sur la direction et !'intention de
la profession. La qualite des candidats est amelioree d'annee en annee.
Ils sont plus idealistes et ont une forte vue de la realite. Il peut etre
meme dit que I' attitude de l'etudiant debutant est main tenant souvent
plus disposee a I' esperance que celle de la profession. Est-ce qu 'il se
peut que la profession n'a pas !'esprit assez ouvert au changement
indique? Si non, alors une attention immediate aux consequences est
imperative. Une action positive est requise et tot.
11 a ete pense dans quelques instances, que le programme des etudes
dans les ecoles ne considere pas l'etudiant comme un individu , mais
qu'en etablissant des regles ille force vers un modele defini. En vue du
role changeant de !'architecture dans la societe, il etait fortement pense
qu'il y a une necessite pour la plus large flexibilite dans l'opportunite
du choix et pour l'autodetermination au sein des Ecoles et, par dela,
dans la profession. Les Ecoles en particulier envisagent une double
responsabilite:
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quality of the end product is the only real point in question . The
profession accepts the judgment of the School when an architectural
degree is granted, but what does the degree mean? It does not
necessarily fit the graduate for the profession. An undergraduate
degree is only evidence of the ability of the student to cope with a
reasonable complexity of building with reasonable competence. This
was the objective in the past , but there is now a change. The profession
has put a responsibility on the School to turn out a competent product.
Now, the question is: are the Schools producing a graduate who is
adaptable to the various roles which we have previously attempted to
define? In reality it may be that a number of the subjects taught in
university could be taught better elsewhere since, in university , they'
occupy valuable time which should be available for real education.
Many facets of training could be better taught in actual conditions,
rather than in the artificial atmosphere of the School.

•;
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Office experience can be of varying quality for students. Sometimes it
is very poor, since the professionals operating the offices show little
interest in the personal advancement and training of the intern
architect over that of any other employee. There is a need for a close
understanding of the responsibilities of the profession and the
educator. There is also a need for the student to know , at all times,
where he stands in relation to either one. The Schools must attempt to
work out with the professional associations what the responsibilities
are and where they lie . This task is a responsibility which should not be
abdicated by either the educationalist or the associations. The
profession must state what it wants from the Schools, in the clear
understanding that many of the students may not be interested,
excited or inspired by the professional body.
Educationalists feel that the image of the profession is often implanted
on the student in high school and , as a result, those presenting
themselves as students at Architectural Schools are already
misinformed on the direction and intent of the profession. The quality
of the applicants is better each year. They are more idealistic and have a
strong view of reality. It might even be said that the attitude of the
incoming student is now often far more hopeful than that of the
profession itself. Can it be that the profession is not open minded
enough to the change indicated? If it is not, then immediate attention
to the consequences is imperative. Positive action is required and soon.
It was thought in some instances that the curriculum of the Schools
does not consider the student as an individual but that , by established
rules, it forces him into a set pattern . In view of the changing role of the
architect in society , it was strongly felt that there is a necessity for the
widest flexibility in opportunity for choice and for self determination
within the Schools and , beyond that , in the profession. Specifically ,
the Schools face a double responsibility:
(i) To train the students to an understanding of the significant facts of

modern life and technology from the special viewpoint of the
architectural discipline. This involves an understanding of the dual
equipment of the human being- his capacity to deal with a
situation rationally , objectively; and his capacity to deny and defy
(often subjectively) forms previously determined as rational but
which may have outgrown their usefulness. In short, to dream , to
imagine and to conceive.
(ii) To train students as craftsmen in the day-to-day translation of
building needs to building facts. Considering this, it was felt that
we would admit that the Schools and the profession are not
consciously attempting to produce the architect of tomorrow but
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(i) De former les etudiants ala comprehension des faits significatifs de

la vie moderne et la technologie du point de vue special de la
discipline de I' architecture. Ceci comprend une comprehension de
la double equipe de l'etre humain, sa capacite de traiter avec une
situation rationnellement, et avec objectivite et sa capacite de
denier et defier (souvent subjectivement) des formes
precedemment determinees comme etant rationnelles, mais qui
peuvent avoir depasse leur necessite. En resume, de rever,
d'imaginer et de concevoir.
(ii) D'importance egale la formation des etudiants comme artisans
dans la traduction d'un jour a l'autre des besoins en construction
en faits de la construction. Considerant cela, nous sentions que
nous pourrions admettre que les ecoles et la profession ne sont pas
conscientes de tenter a produire l'architecte de demain mais qu'ils
essaient de produire le genre de personne qui sera la plus
logiquement developpee dans !'architecture de demain. 11 a ete
agree qu'aucune accentuation sur "!'expression creative de
soi-meme" fait, et a fait beaucoup de dommage, non seulement a
l'individu implique, mais ala profession en general.
Que ce soit general ou special, les disciplines essentielles de la formation
en architecture sont:
(a) Formation de concept- tout le domaine de solution des
problemes, la formation de jugements de valeur, la presentation de
situations et la maniere de prendre des decisions. II devrait etre
souligne que l'environnement pour un humain doit etre la fin , et
ceci veut dire que Ia technologie , quoique d'importance
significative, ne doit etre qu'un asservissement a cette fin.
(b) Science de Ia planificafion - l'architecte a besoin d'une formation
technologique de la planification, sur une petite echelle et sur celle
de l'urbanisme. Ceci doit inclure une connaissance des systemes de
mouvement, des procedures gouvernementales, par systemes
d'analyse, des applications de l'ordinateur et une vaste etendue de
sujets specialises.
Dans toutes les approches variees de !'education qui ont ete discutees
deux genres emergent comme etant importants:
(i) La formation des architectes a comprendre la condition humaine
par l'intermediaire de disciplines variees, leurs frontieres etant
eliminees. Ceci pourrait engager (ou developper) une nouvelle
formation en architecture, employant comme modele le concept
exprime comme etant la philosophie connue sous le terme de
"universite libre".
(ii) La methode "systemes" appliquee a la formation des architectes,

p resupposent une connaissance d'analyse par systemes, la
recherche "d'operations" et toutes les techniques de solutionner
les problemes developpes par la science et l'industrie. Le procede
de !'architecture, a partir par la science et l'industrie. Le procede de
}'architecture, a partir du rassemblement des donnees,. la solution
de problemes et la production jusqu'a la realisation pourrait etre
enseigne comme series de systemes.
II a ete agree a l'unanimite, a Stanley House qu'il devrait y avoir une
communication plus etroite entre les ecoles d'architecture et la
profession. Ce sentiment a ete exprime a plusieurs reprises durant les
discussions. Quelques uns des moyens de creer une communication
utile entre ces deux elements se trouvent dans les deux dernieres
sections sur La Recherche et Le Bureau-Atelier.
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are trying to produce the type of person who will most logically
develop into the architect of tomorrow. It was agreed that any
emphasis on "creative expression of self" does, and has done , great
damage, not only to the individual involved but to the profession
at large.
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Whether it be general or special , the essential disciplines of
architectural training are:
(a) Con cept formation - the whole field of problem solving, the
making of value judgments, structuring situations, and decision
making. It should be stressed that the environment for a human
being must be the end, and this means that technology, although of
significant importance, must be subservient to this end.
(b) Planning science - The architect requires training in the technology
of planning, both at the small scale and on the urban scale. It must
include a knowledge of movement systems, governmental
processes, systems analysis, computer application and a wide range
of specialist subjects.
In all the various approaches to education that were discussed, two
types emerged as being important:
(i) The training of architects to understand the human condition

through input from various disciplines, the boundaries of which
have been eliminated. This could involve (or evolve) a new kind of
architectural training, using as a model the concept expressed in
the philosophy of what is known as the "free university".
(ii) The systems approach to the ·training of architects , presupposing a
knowledge of systems analysis, operations research and all the
various problem-solving techniques developed by science and
industry. The architectural process, from data collection , problem
solving and production through to realization , could be taught as a
series of systems.
It was unanimously agreed at Stanley House that there should be closer
communication between the Schools of Architecture and the
profession. This feeling was expressed over and over again throughout
discussions. Some of the ways to create a working communication
between these two elements are found in the last two sections on
Research and the Teaching Office.

3.
The Influences of New Technology and New Ways of
·
Thinking
Every discussion at Stanley House reflected the great impact on current
architectural thinking of new technological developments. Systems
analysis promotes one new way of thinking which , like the scientific
attitude , can extend understanding ; and anot her relates to the
computer, which can handle unprecedented masses of data with speed
and accuracy hitherto impossible in attacking architectural problems.
A certain infatuation with these techniques is perhaps understandable ,
but it can also lead to distorted attitudes. The technological approach
can overemphasize the purely measurable aspects of the architect's
work, when other aspects must not be ignored. The ever-present
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3.
Les Influences d'une Nouvelle Technologie et des
Nouvelles Methodes de Penser
Chaque discussion a Stanley House refletait la forte impression que
font les nouveaux developpements technologiques sur la pensee de
l'architecte. L'analyse par systemes favorise une nouvelle maniere de
penser qui, comme !'attitude scientifique, peut augmenter la
comprehension; et une autre attachee a l'ordinateur, qui peut
manipuler un volume de donnees sans precedent avec rapidite et
exactitude jusqu'ici impossible, en attaquant les problemes de
!'architecture. Une certaine infatuation avec ces techniques est peut
etre comprehensible, mais il se peut aussi qu'elle entraine a des
attitudes deformees. L'approche technologique peut accentuer trop les
aspects purement mesurables du travail de l'architecte lorsque d'autres
aspects ne doivent pas etre ignores. La situation toujours presente est
une d'action et de reaction lorsque nous luttons a faire bon emploi des
developpements pour lesquels quelquefois des eloges exageres sont
faits.
La nouvelle methode de penser apportee par la nouvelle technologie est
beaucoup plus importante que d'employer la technologie a produire de
multiples perspectives des rappels instantanes ou un facturage
automatique. L'ordinateur introduit les architectes aux recherches
d'operations et a !'analyse par systemes. La logique symbolique et les
mathematiques qui s'ecoulent de l'ordinateur (tels que les matrices a
trois dimensions, les entrephases, les entrecroisements et les reseaux)
ouvrent les portes a une meilleure comprehension du probleme
complexe et a plusieurs vues du dessin de ba.timents et au dela de ceci,
de l'environnement urbain. Cette nouvelle preoccupation de systemes
se concernant avec !'experimentation abstraite dans !'exploitation de
possibilites, se rapporte directement aux problemes du dessin de
conception exactement comme !'attitude scientifique, il y a cent ans,
fournissait un nouveau sens de direction a !'architecture, quoique les
experiences controlees actuelles etaient rarement une possibilite pour
l'architecte.
II y avait une unite evidente d'interet, entre ceux representant les ecoles
et ceux representant la profession, a elargir l'etendue de la pratique
controlee et limitee par des forces operant dans la societe courante.
Ceci est ainsi partiellement a cause de !'inexperience de la profession
avec les nouvelles avances technologiques dans le domaine de la
planification et de la gestion . Si la profession doit continuer a etre une
force substentielle dans le fa<;onnement humain, elle doit s'efforcer a
produire une plus grande influence dans certains territoires ou les
architectes ont commence a quitter (par exemple, les arrangements
-systematiques de c~mcepts de planification ). La logique de l'ordinateur
et son application, trouveront dans un avenir rapproche un usage plus
courant dans tous les aspects de la pratique de !'architecture, de
I' organisation des procedures de gestion au dessin creatif.
Dans le domaine de la science de l'ordinateur et de la nouvelle
technologie, il y a un sentiment parmi les architectes que les moyens
deviendront plus importants que la fin et que le besoin humain et la
vue inspiree de l'homme et son environnement pourraient etre perdus
dans le developpement. L'architecte doit continuer a realiser ses
fonctions comme humaniste en applicant les decouvertes de toutes
sortes en science ala technologie. Ce sentiment indique qu'il pourrait y
avoir une dichotomie et, s'il en etait, cela concerne l'action que "tant
d'attention au procede supprime le but de !'architecture"; que
!'architecture est un domaine ou l'ethique et la moralite sont engages ; ,
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situation is one of action-and-reaction as we struggle to make good use
of developments for which, sometimes, exaggerated claims are made.
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The new method of thought, brought about by the new technology, is
far more important than using the technology to produce multiple
outline perspectives, instant recall or automatic billing. The computer
introduces architects to operations research and systems analysis. The
symbolic logic and the mathematics that flow from it (such as
three-dimensional matrices, interphases, crossovers and networks)
opens doors to a wider understanding of the complex, multi-faceted
problems of designing buildings and, beyond this, of the urban
environment. The new systems attitude, concerned with abstract
experimentation in the exploration of possibilities, is directly relevant
to the problems of design, just as the scientific attitude one hundred
years ago provided a new sense of direction to architecture, even
though actual controlled experiments were seldom a possibility for
architects.
There was an evident unity of interest, between those representing the
schools and those representing the practicing profession, to widen the
scope of present practice. Currently, professional practice seems to
become more directed, controlled and limited by the forces operating
in society. This is so, partly because of the profession's unfamiliarity
with new technological advances in the area of planning and
management. If the profession is to continue to exercise any
substantial impact on the shaping of the human environment, it must
force itself to become a greater influence in certain areas which
architects have begun to vacate (for example, systematic layout of
planning concepts). The computer logic and its application will find, in
the near future, an ever-increasing use in all aspects of architectural
practice, from management procedures to creative design.

J

In the realm of computer science and the new technology there is a
lingering feeling among architects that the means will become more
important then the end and that the much needed humane and inspired
view of man and his environment could be lost in the process. The
architect must still perform his function as a humanist while applying
the discoveries of all kinds of science through technology. This thought
indicates that there might be a dichotomy and, if so, it concerns the
plea that "so much attention to process excludes the aim of
architecture"; that architecture is the "art of conscience" of the
building industry; that architecture is an area where ethics and morality
are involved; that the architect is concerned with the quintessence of
fitness; and that he should be aware of larger social concerns well
beyond the utilitarian.
Agreement centred upon the notion that architecture involves the
understanding of the totality of a problem. The logical continuation of
this thinking brought about an examination of interdisciplinary team
action in environmental and urban design. The architect is a vital part
of the team and, when working in collaboration with other disciplines,
he should do all he can to break down interdisciplinary barriers. This
feeling alone indicates a recognition of such barriers and of the need for
their removal. A branching away not only exists in differences between
allied professions but also, as noted earlier, in the separation of courses
in school programs or in significant differences between students and
the profession.
The new thinking leads to a greater exchange of ideas and an
understanding of the common problems and goals of all disciplines.
The aim is to build bridges, not barriers. One of the best ways to do this
is to use as bridges the accumulation of information employing the new
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que l'architecte se concerne avec la quintessence de la convenance; et
qu'il devrait etre averti de plus grands rapports sociaux bien au dela de
1' utili taire.
Une entente s'est concentree sur la notion que !'architecture engage la
comprehension de la totalite d'un probleme. La continuation logique
de cette pensee apporta l'examen de !'action de groupes
interdisciplinaires dans la conception d~environnement et de dessin
urbain. L'architecte est une partie vitale de l'equipe et, en travaillant en
collaboration avec d'autres disciplines, il doit faire tout ce qu'il peut
pour abattre les barrieres interdisciplinaires. Ce seul sentiment indique
une reconnaissance de telles barrieres et le besoin pour leur
suppression. Un branchement existe non pas seulement en differences
entre professions alliees mais aussi comme mentionne auparavant, dans
la separation des cours dans les programmes scolaires ou en differences
significatives entre etudiants et la profession.
La nouvelle pensee conduit a un plus grand echange d'idees eta une
comprehension des problemes et buts communs de toutes disciplines.
L'objet est de batir des pants, et non des barrieres. La meilleure
maniere d'accomplir ceci est d'employer comme pants !'accumulation
de renseignements en employant la nouvelle technologie. Un interet
attarde dans la preservation de l'identite de la profession "telle qu'elle
existe" persiste toujours comme cela n'a jamais ete !'habitude de la
profession de pratiquer ou d'encourager l'echange d'information ou
d'opinions. Cette nouvelle maniere de penser conduira a un
changement professionnel.

4.
La Recherche com me une Source d'lnformation
Dans la pratique les architectes sont toujours a faire d'authentiques
recherches dans leurs bureaux, mais c'est intuitif et sans structure. Les
architectes generalement n'ont pas assez de connaissances de la
discipline de la recherche. En plus, quant une tache de recherche est
exercee, il y a un manque de circulation de !'information, pas
seulement dans le bureau lui-meme mais dans la profession en general.
La recherche dans !'ensemble de l'industrie de la construction n'est
presentement pas coordonnee et la direction de celle-ci a ete inegale et
peu profonde, quoique souvent de grande valeur. Par consequent, la
recherche doit etre organisee serieusement comme une chaine
puissante entre le present et le futur. L'enonce et !'assignation des
problemes dans !'ensemble d'un programme devraient etre travailles
conjointement par les professionnels engages et les ecoles. Sur cette
base, il est possible que les objectifs de recherches seront regardes plus
serieusement par les corps garants- publics et prives-que celles des
methodes dominantes du hazard.
Si !'architecture est "une recherche non structuree intuitivement
exprimee dans la creation d'environnements alternatifs", alors il y a
une bonne raison, pour nous en tant que profession, de reviser les
sources de fonds pour recherches, les methodes de mise en oeuvre et la
formation de subventions dans cette poursuite. Les principales sources
reelles ou possibles de fonds dans l'industrie de la construction sont,
federalement, le Conseil National des Recherches, la Societe Centrale
d'Hypotheque et de Logement, le Conseil des Arts, le Ministere de
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technology. A lingering interest in the preservation of the identity of
the profession "as such" still exists, since it has not been a habit of the
profession to practice or encourage the exchange of information or
opinion. This new way of thinking will lead to professional change.
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4.
Research as a Source of Information
Architects in practice are always doing genuine research within their
offices, but it is intuitive and unstructured. Architects, generally, lack
knowledge of the discipline of research. Furthermore, once a research
task is carried out, there is a lack of circulation of the information, not
only within the office itself but to the profession at large.

"

Research in the whole building industry is presently uncoordinated ,
and direction of it has been patchy and shallow, though often most
valid. Research, therefore , must be more seriously organized as a
powerful link between the present and the future. The stating and
assignment of problems in an overall program should be worked out
jointly by the professionals involved and the Schools. On this basis,
possibly, the objectives of research would be regarded more seriously
by sponsoring bodies- both public and private- than are the prevailing
haphazard methods.
If architecture is " unstructured research intuitively expressed in the
creation of alternative environments", then there is good reason for us,
as a profession, to review the sources of funds for research, the methods
of application, and the making of grants for this purpose. The chief real
or possible sources of funds in the building industry are, federally , the
National Research Council, Central Mortgage and Housing
Corporation, the Canada Council, the Department of Industry, Trade
and Commerce and of Labor; provincially, the appropriate ministries
of education, industry and culture; and generally, private corporations,
including industries related to building; private foundations; and ,
finally and probably the smallest source, the members of the
profession, collectively or individually. Most of these bodies grant
funds for research largely in the area of building technology only and
little money is available for environmental research, including the vast
area of architectural feedback and performance evaluation.
It is a costly process in time and effort to apply for research funds. Most
architects are completely unaware of how to apply for them even if
they wished to. Greater communication in the dissemination of
knowledge and information therefore is required in order to encourage
research and to make effective use of the results.

The task of the Schools in research can be to stake out the areas
requiring attention. Proposals could be received from the Schools for
endorsement by the provincial associations and coordination by the
RAIC. The training of new teachers and the retraining of others for new
student programs and research programs must be investigated. In
addition to the Schools, there is another obvious field for coordination
and promotion by several committees of the RAIC. The Research
Committee can establish criteria for areas of research, encourage
improvement in the professional ability to define problem areas, and
advise how funds may be procured. The Education Committee can
assist in the process of isolating the problem areas and determining
methods of action in the educational fields. The representatives of
Schools and the profession come together in the Education Committee
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l'Industrie et du Commerce et du Travail; provincialement, les
ministeres appropries a !'education, l'industrie et la culture, et
generalement, les corporations privees, incluant les industries se
rapportant ala construction, les etablissements prives, et. finalement et
probablement la plus petite source, les membres de la profession,
collectivement ou individuellement. La plupart de ces corps accordent
des fonds surtout pour recherches dans le domaine de la technologie
constructive mais tres peu d'argent est disponible pour la recherche
de l'environnement, et pour la dissemination de renseignements
dans la profession et !'evaluation de la performance.
II faut un procede couteux de temps et d'effort pour faire une demande
de fonds pour la recherche. La plupart des architectes ignorent
completement la maniere d'application pour obtenir ces fonds, meme
s'ils le desiraient. Une plus grande communication dans la
dissemination de la connaissance et de !'information est requise afin
d'encourager la recherche et de faire l'usage des resultats.
La tache des ecoles dans la recherche peut etre de se concentrer aux
endroits demandant attention. Les propositions peuvent etre re<;ues
des ecoles, pour endossement, par les associations provinciales et la
coordination par l'IRAC. L'education de nouveaux professeurs et la
reeducation d'autres, pour nouveaux programmes pour etudiants et les
programmes de recherches doivent etre etudies. En dehors des ecoles, i1
y a evidemment la possibilite de coordination et de promotion par
plusieurs comites de l'IRAC. Le Comite de Recherches peut etablir les
criteres, pour etablir les domaines de recherches, encourager
!'amelioration dans l'habilete professionnelle a definir les endroits
ayant des problemes, et aviser comment les fonds peuvent etre
procures. Le Comite d'Education peut assister dans le procede aisoler
les endroits ayant des problemes et determiner les methodes d'action
dans les domaines d'education. Les representants des ecoles et la
profession s'unissent en conference dans le Comite de !'Education et en
travaillant conjointement, peuvent preparer une direction pour la
recherche et aussi se rencontrer avec d'autres corps qui sont orientes
vers l'environnement (tels que sociologistes, urbanistes et autres
groupes professionnels semblables). La Commission des Publications
de l'IRAC a une responsabilite d'enregistrer !'existence de la recherche
et de transmettre en details, ou il est possible, la rich esse d'information
potentiellement disponible. La publication des decouvertes et des
resultats de recherches peuvent servir de liaison entre tousles membres
de la- profession et avec d'autres disciplines et les organisations de
construction et du developpement communautaire. Avec le manque de
telle communication, il pourrait y avoir une repetition d'efforts et
l'u tilisation de decouvertes par la recherche ne serait pas possible.
La recherche est interdisciplinaire et ne peut pas etre organisee dans un
vide. Les universites entourant toutes disciplines clairement ont un role
tres important a jouer et les ecoles d'architecture avec elles sont une
partie vitale dans un service total a l'industrie de la construction.
Partout de bons hommes doivent etre trouves dans le but de rencontrer
les besoins de l'industrie de la construction et d'ameliorer
l'environnement de l'homme.
Les jugements professionnels doivent etre faits sur la base de la
collection d'information et de I' analyse par la recherche et I' evaluation.
Les systemes doivent etre developper pour l'emploi et !'extension de
cette information particuliere. La recherche offre a la profession un
moyen de traiter positivement avec les facilites d'etudes techniques par
"systemes" et !'analyse systematique et les aptitudes possibles dans la
science appliquee de l'ordinateur.
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and, working jointly, can set a trend for research as well as meet with
other bodies which are environmentally oriented (such as sociologists,
planners and other similar professional groups). The Publications
Board of the RAIC has a clear responsibility to record the existence of
research and to transmit in detail, where possible, the wealth of
information potentially available. Publication of the findings and
results of research can serve as a useful link between all members of the
profession and with other disciplines and organizations in building and
. community development. Lacking such communication, there might
be duplication of effort and early utilization of findings would not be
possible.
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Research is interdisciplinary and cannot thrive in a vacuum. The
universities encompassing all disciplines clearly have a most important
role to play and the Schools of Architecture within them are a vital part
in a total service to the building industry. The right men everywhere
must be found to head the research councils, foundations and institutes
in order to meet the needs of the building industry and to aid in the
betterment of man's environment.

1

Professional judgments must be made on a wide base of data collection
and analysis through research and measurement. Systems must be
developed for the expansion and employment of this particular data.
Research gives scope to the profession to deal positively with the
facilities of systems engineering and analysis and the possible skills in
applied computer science.
Leadership is needed immediately. The architectural profession must
plan and promote research and arrange for systematic communication.

5.
Educational Liaison between Students and the ProfessionA Teaching Office
An architect will be far more effective as a professional by
acknowledging and participating in the continuous learning process.
Communication between all levels of the profession is an essential
element in this process. Douglas Shad bolt recalled a paper he delivered
at Banff Session '67 entitled, "Teaching Office" which could be a
method and an approach to link the Schools and the profession. The
idea has been considered on other occasions but it has not produced
nearly as much unanimous interest as it did among the participants at
the Stanley House discussions. The following extracts from Professor
Shad bolt's paper give an idea of what stimulated the interest shown in
the idea of the "Teaching Office".
"The situation, as I see it, calls for a new kind of co-operative venture
between the Schools and the profession, to develop a continuous
learning experience for the student, if we are to get over the schism
between Schools and the architects in practice. Part of the problem lies
in the way the two groups see their role. To trot out some stereotyped
generalizations, the Schools look on the profession as being mired
,, down by over-riding economic and practical requirements, working on
.··obsolete building types which are non-architectural problems
· (whatever that means) and they therefore tend to take the line that
they are training people for the future, and the profession will simply
have to , convert these people to their purposes as best they can.
Optimistically, they say that in the meantime, the student who is
trained for the future will create a regenerative pressure in office for
. change.
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Une direction est necessaire irnmediatement. La profession de
l'architecte doit etablir et promouvoir la recherche et s'organiser pour
une communication systematique.
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5.
Liaison d'Enseignement entre Etudiants et Ia Profession
- Un Bureau-Atelier
Un architecte sera beaucoup plus competent comme professionnel en
acquerant et participant a un procede de formation continu. Une
communication entre tousles niveaux de la profession est un element
essentiel dans ce procede. Douglas Shadbolt faisait allusion a un
communique qu'il a delivre a la Conference de Banff en '67 intitule
"Bureau-Atelier" qui pourrait etre une methode et une voie d'acces
reliant les ecoles et la profession. L'idee a ete consideree en d'autres
occasions, mais elle n'a pas produit autant d'interet unanime qu'elle en
a produit parmi les participants aux discussions a Stanley House. Les
ex traits suivants du communique du Professeur Shad bolt donnent une
idee stimulante de !'interet montre a I' idee du "Bureau-Atelier".
"La situation, telle que je la vois, fait appel a une nouvelle sorte
d'entreprise en cooperation entre les ecoles et la profession, pour
developper une experience d'enseignement continu pour l'etudiant, si
nous devons franchir le schisme entre les ecoles et les architectes en
pratique. Une bonne partie du probh~me provient de la fa<;on dont les
deux groupes voient leur role. Pour exhiber quelques generalisations
stereotypees, les ecoles considerent la profession comme etant enlisee
par des besoins economiques et des taches pratiques, travaillant sur des
genres de constructions demodes qui ne s~nt pas des problemes de
I' architecture (quoique cela semble dire) et par consequent ils semblent
prendre la direction qu'ils sont a former les gens pour le futur, et la
profession aura sirnplement a convertir ces gens a leurs besoins au
meilleur de leur connaissance. D'une maniere optimiste, ils disent que
dans l'entretemps, l'etudiant qui est forme pour le futur creera une
pression regeneratrice pour le changement dans le bureau d'etudes.
"La profession, d'autre part, voit !'Ecole comme produisant un groupe
de gens legers avec la tete dans les nuages, qui n'ont pas le sens de la
responsabilite pratique, qui ne connaissent pas la premiere chose
concernant les procedes du bureau et sont d'une responsabilite
financiere sans interet et qu'ils coutent de !'argent au bureau pour la
formation. Cette opinion etait clairement refletee dans un
questionnaire envoye aux architectes pratiquants qui etaient d'anciens
etudian ts a une Ecole, oil ils indiquaient que !'Ecole aurait du pourvoir
plus de formation pratique, plus de cours en finances, administration,
propriete immo biliere et ainsi de suite.
"11 me semble que nous devons differencer entre deux differentes
positions qui sont inherentes dans ce risque cooperatif. Premierement,
nous devons reconnaltre que nous avons la responsabilite de preparer
des architectes pour la pratique immediate, ici et main tenant. Je crois
que nous devrions nous concentrer a definir le niveau de la competence
technique et de la responsabilite professionnelle dont nous esperons
atteindre pour obtenir un degre professionnel de premier ordre et le
niveau a atteindre pour obtenir une licence; et je placerais ceux-ci
d'abord autour des problemes de monter une construction ou un
systeme de construction ensemble dans son contexte, avec juste
consideration a toutes ses ramifications-une sorte d'approche generale
a !'architecture employ ant l'analogie de la medecine.

·.

"The profession, on the other hand, sees the School as producing a
bunch of airy-fairy people with their heads in the clouds, who have no
sense of practical responsibility, who don't know the first thing about
office procedures and are a dead liability, costing the office money to
train. This opinion was clearly reflected in a questionnaire sent to
practicing architects who were alumni of one School, where they
indicated that they felt the School should have provided more practical
training, more courses in financing, management, real estate practice
and such.
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"It seems to me that we must differentiate between two different jobs
which are inherent in this cooperative venture. First of all, we must
recognize that we have a responsibility to prepare architects for
immediate practice , here and now. I believe we should concentrate on
defining the level of technical competence and professional
responsibility which we expect will meet the first professional degree
requirements and those for licensing, and I would set these primarily
around the problems of putting a building or building system together
in its context, with due consideration to all of its ramifications- a sort
of general practice approach to architecture, using the analogy of
medicine.

j

"This clarifies the second job , which is to develop a much more
· accessible and wider post graduate program with all kinds of in-between
transition devices, such as refresher courses, night courses, summer
program , etc, to get the established architects used to the idea of
coming back to the university for further education and , ultimately, to
go on for higher degrees. To encourage graduate work, we need more
scholarships and fellowships , but particularly we need a great deal more
variety in the types of programs available. I believe we need programs
that range from one to four years, unlimited in scope , with research
backup, all available on a kind of "supermarket" basis; where an
architect can put together a course which interests him by shopping
from a wide selection of courses from many disciplines. The result of
this kind of approach would be to project the profession into the
future , because it would generate demand in all kinds of new areas for
interdisciplinary combinations to meet the evolying problems defined
by on-going research.
"The germ of the idea for an architectural equivalent lies in the
proposals for a "teaching office", which was suggested by Grenfell
Baines recently and also in the working papers for the Banff Session ' 67
by Charles Mackie. The problem with the "teaching office" concept, as
I understand it, is that it only works in the larger centres, and even then
the students are dispersed throughout the city. Despite the best of
intentions and a course outline, there must inherently be a wide
diversity in the quality of training different students would receive , and
hence competitive pressure to get assigned to the "good" office. Why
not invert the process and develop the "Teaching Office" in the School,
and bring the architects and the work to the students, rather than vice
versa.

i

' 'Suppose, for example, a training centre was . established in
conjunction with a School of Architecture, and that this was organized ,
owned and controlled j ointly by the School and the profession. It is
essentially a non-profit service company which can undertake contract
work for practicing architectS, or, in some special cases, for clients
direct ly. The staff of the Centre would be composed of some full-time
architect-professors and technicians, but mostly interns, that is
graduate architects putting in their training period prior to admission
to the profession. The staffing of the drafting rooms would be
composed of students at earlier stages of development in the
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Ceci clarifie la seconde position, qui doit developper un programme
postscolaire plus accessible et plus vaste avec toutes sortes de moyens
de transition, tels que des cours de rafraichissements, cours du soir,
programme d'ete, etc ... pour habituer les architectes etablis al'idee de
revenir a l'universite pour obtenir des grades universitaires plus eleves.
Pour encourager les etudes du gradue, nous avons besoin de plus de
bourses des universites et autres bourses, mais particulierement nous
avons besoin de varietes dans le genre de programmes disponibles. Je
crois que nous avons besoin de programmes de duree d'un an aquatre
ans, illimites en portee, avec une reserve de recherches, tous disponibles
sur une base de centre d'achats, ou un architecte peut mettre ensemble
un cours qui !'interesse en magasinant sur une large selection de cours
de plusieurs disciplines. Le resultat de cette sorte d'approche serait de
projeter la profession dans le futur, parce qu'elle provequerait une
demande dans tous les nouveaux domaines de combinaisons
interdisciplinaires, pour rencontrer les problemes qui surgissent et qui
sont definis par la recherche en cours.
"Le germe d'idee pour une equivalence de !'architecture repose sur les
propositions pour un "bureau-atelier" qui ont ete suggerees par
Grenfell Baines recemment et aussi sur les communiques de la
Conference a Banff '67 par Charles Mackie. Legrand probleme de ce
concept du "bureau-atelier" comme je le comprends c'est qu'il est
possible seulement dans les grands centres et meme alors les etudiants
sont disperces dans toute la ville. En depit des meilleures intentions et
la direction du cours il doit y avoir par inherence une large diversite
dans la qualite de la formation que differents eleves recevraient, et d'ici
une pression de concurrence pour etre assigne au "bon bureau".
Pourquoi ne pas renverser le procede et developper le
"Bureau-Atelier", a l'ecole, et amener les architectes et le travail aux
etudiants, plutot que vice versa.
"Supposez, par exemple, qu'un Centre d'apprentissage serait etabli en
conjonction avec une Ecole d'Architecture et que ceci serait organise et
controle conjointement et en co-propriete par l'Ecole etla profession.
C'est un service de compagnie essentiellement sans profit, qui peut
assumer des contrats de travail pour architectes pratiquants, ou , kn cas
speciaux, pour clients directement. Le personnel du Centre serait
compose de quelques professeurs en architecture et techniciens
permanents, mais la plupart internes, qui seraient des architectes dans
une periode d'apprentissage avant !'admission a la profession. Le
personnel des departements de dessins serait compose d'etudiants ades
degres de developpement moins avances dans le programme de
!'architecture. Cette compagnie entreprendrait de faire le travail de
production qu'un bureau normal d'architecture ferait et !'operation
totale serait sur une grande echelle, engageant la plupart des etudiants
dans l'Ecole. Le programme de formation consisterait a travailler sur
des projets apportes au bureau par des architectes pratiquants et
surveilles par eux. L'etudiant prendrait de !'experience en travaillant
avec des architectes pratiquants sur toutes les phases du developpement
et de la production d'un projet, y compris les operations sur chantier et
l'architecte enseignerait.
"Sur cette disposition un architecte consentirait avec son propre client
a executer un projet au Centre. Alors, il negocierait avec le Centre, un
contrat pour I' execution de certaines parties specifiques du travail total
pour des honoraires qui seraient etablis par la profession. Une partie du
contrat comprendrait un engagement pour dates etablies par la
methode d'acheminement critique, pour le client et l'architecte les
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architectural program. The service company would undertake to do the
production work that a normal architectural office would do, and the
total operation would be on a pretty large scale, involving most of the
students in the School. The training program would consist of working
on projects brought to the office by practicing architects and
supervised by them. The student would gain experience working with
practicing architects in all phases of the development and production
of the job, including the field operations, and the architect would
teach.
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"Under this arrangement an architect would agree with his own client
to carry out a job at the Centre. He would then negotiate a contract
with the Centre to carry out specific parts of the total work for fees
which would be set by the profession. Part of the contract would
include a critical path commitment for dates which would pin down
both the client and the architect to a time schedule for decisions and
put the job on a cost-control basis. The architect would retain
over-riding supervisory control, in much the same way that a doctor
who brings his patient to the hospital retains control of the treatment.
However, the in-process development of the job would actually be
carried out by the training staff, so that job procedures and the
execution and quality of the work would be under the direct
supervision of the Centre personnel, and standards would be set by
them. The Centre would provide staff, space, consulting rooms for
client interviews, board rooms, library and information service, and
consultants. By acting strictly as a service company the Centre would
not be in competition with practicing architects: it would simply be
providing a service which they otherwise would have to provide ·
themselves, and it would be doing it for a fee. As the Centre would be
under the control of the profession and the School, there is no danger
of its being taken advantage of by particular architects, or, in fact, of it
getting out of hand.

~

"The development of such a Centre would resolve the problem of
training once and for all. The full experience of the student up to
licensing would be under the direct control of the profession-school
partnership. The cooperation of all the architects in a given region
under such a scheme could be economically feasible without
committing whole practices to it. In other words, architects might want
to commit one or two jobs a year to the Centre, but they would
continue their regular practice in their own way. There would be
definite advantages to them to come to the Centre and participate in
this way, as they would not only be kept up to date with new and
changing methods, but would be in a position to assess the current crop
of students and recruit them for their own practices.
"One of the important opportunities, as I see it, is for the development
of new building techniques and systematized procedures for all aspects
of practice resulting from a dialogue between the profession and the
school and the feedback of direct experience in office and field
operations. The attraction for the School lies in the further
justification of a major expenditure for an information centre as an
extension of its library services, which might include complete
information services regarding materials, products and techniques,
display rooms etc, which would bring manufacturers, contractors,
builders, real estate people and developers all into direct contact with
the students and the professionals.
"A properly organized building information centre could soon develop
a telecommunications link with a future national network and help to
,uncork the great pile of information that is now stored in Ottawa. In
certain centres, the combination of building information centre and a
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temps programmes pour decisions, donnant ainsi au projet une base
pour le controle des prix. L'architecte retiendrait le controle de
surveillance a peu pres de la meme maniere qu'un docteur qui
transporte son patient a l'hopital et retient le controle de son
traitement. Toutefois, le procede de developpement du projet serait
actuellement execute par le personnel enseignant afin que les
procedures et !'execution et la qualite du travail seraient sous la
surveillance directe du personnel du Centre et les normes seraient
determinees par eux. Le Centre fournirait le personnel, l'espace, les
salles de consultation pour les clients convoques, les salles de
conference, une bibliotheque, un service d'information, et des
architectes conseils. En enseignant strictement comme une compagnie
de service, le Centre ne serait pas en competition avec les architectes
pratiquants: il fournirait tout simplement un service, que les
architectes fourniraient autrement par eux-memes, et ille ferait pour
des honoraires. Comme le Centre serait sous le controle de la profession
et de l'Ecole,. il n'y a aucun danger que des architectes particuliers en
prennent avantage ou, en fait, que le controle leur echappe.
"Le developpement d'un tel Centre resoudrait enfin et pour toujours le
probleme de la formation. L'experience complete de l'etudiantjusqu'a
!'obtention de la licence serait sous le controle direct de I' ecole et de la
profession en association. La cooperation de tousles architectes dans
une region determinee sous un tel arrangement serait economiquement
possible sans en engager toutes les pratiques. En d'autres mots, les
architectes pourraient soumettre au Centre, un ou deux projets par
annee, mais ils continueraient leur pratique reguliere a leur propre
maniere. Il y aurait des avantages definis pour eux de venir au Centre, et
participer de cette maniere, car ils y trouveraient non seulement
!'occasion de se tenir au courant des methodes nouvelles et
changeantes, mais ils seraient aussi dans une position d'evaluer les
diplomes recents afin de les employer dans leurs propres bureaux.
"Il y aurait une tres bonne occasion c·o mme je la vois, pour le
developpement de nouvelles techniques de construction et de
procedures systematiques pour tousles aspects de la pratique resultant
d'un dialogue entre la profession et l'ecole et de la retroactiqn de
!'experience directe dans les operations du bureau et du chantier.
L'attrait pour l'Ecole repose sur la justification d'une plus grande
depense , pour un centre d'information comme une extension de ses
services de bibliotheque qui pourraient inclure un service de
renseignements complet sur les materiaux, les produits et les
techniques, des salles d'expositions, etc ... , qui ameneraient les
manufacturiers, les entrepreneurs, les contracteurs, les agents de
proprietes immobilieres et les agents d'exploitation, en contact direct
avec les etudiants et les professionnels.
"Un centre d'information en construction proprement orgamse
pourrait bientot developper un reseau de telecommunication relie
ulterieurement a un reseau national liberant ainsi l'amoncellement
d'information sur la construction qui est en reserve a Ottawa. Dans
certains centres la combinaison d'un centre de renseignement et d'un
centre d'enseignement avec une ecole d'architecture formerait le noyau
pour des additions supplementaires-par exemple, une facilite de
recherche, et-idealement-le spectre complet des professions du
dessin, architectes, paysagistes, urbanistes, ingenieurs en construction,
dessinateurs industriels, artistes dans les arts appliques".
La proposition d'un "bureau-atelier" est une suggestion interessante et
beaucoup de temps a ete voue a la discussion de cette idee, a Stanley
House. Le Bureau-Atelier serait un endroit important de contact entre
les ecoles et la profession et un ou la theorie et la pratique pourraient
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training centre with an architectural school would provide the nucleus
for still further additions- for example, a research facility,
and-ideally-the full spectrum of design professions: architects,
landscape architects, urban planners, building engineers, industrial
designers, applied artists."
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The proposal for an "office atelier" is an interesting suggestion and
much time was spent at Stanley House discussing the idea. The teaching
office would be an important area of contact between the Schools and
the profession and one where theory and practice might be tested. It
would be a place where the innovation of research could be translated
into technical reality in a practical office. The faculty of the School
could be used as a resource for research into administration,
organization and technical achievement.
A teaching office could be related to the widest social needs of the
building industry, becoming a vital teaching centre and communicative
link with society. Situations would always exist to interest and
stimulate students. A true sense of reality would occur, where those
involved were "doing" things rather than "talking" about what they
intend to do or have done. The teaching office could be a most effective
educational tool in the practical training of students. Since real clients
would be involved, with real problems and real practicing architects,
there would be an effective link between the usual experience of
private practice and the practical training of students working together
with the faculty of the Schools.
Continuing education in the teaching office would include many kinds
of opportunities in research for professionals attending from their own
practices. The architect experienced in the reality of the business world
would give students some idea of what practice is truly like, at the same
time the students could question the practitioner in the desirability and
effectiveness of his approach and immediately learn of the reasons for
the approach taken. Inexperience and maturity would meet and the
resulting communication could be stimulating for all concerned.
In the teaching office, new methods and advanced technology would
be utilized in an approach to real problems and in methods of solution.
It would serve as a living forum for the profession in the broadest sense,
where student, graduate, faculty, professional and client would benefit
by active participation.
Douglas Shadbolt summarized it this way: "It is my conviction that
this is a feasible proposition which could provide a unique means of
integrated continuing education for the student and the practitioner, as
well as providing more and higher-level services to the public. Such a
program would substitute action for words in the search for ways and
means to up-grade the status of the architectural profession in the eyes
of the public".
When so many facets of education can come together in one enterprise,
it seems advisable that the practical and financial aspects of the
proposals should be viewed with serious concern by the Schools, by the
provincial associations and by the Institute so that the accumulation of
information will be coordinated and duplication of effort can be
avoided.
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etre eprouvees. Ce serait une place ou !'innovation de recherche
pourrait etre traduite en une realite technique dans un bureau pratique.
La faculte de l'ecole pourrait etre employee comme une ressource pour
recherche dans !'administration, !'organisation et un accomplissement
technique.
Un bureau-atelier pourrait etre relie aux plus grands besoins sociaux de
l'industrie de la construction, devenant un centre d'enseignement vital
et une liaison de communication avec la societe. Il existerait toujours
des situations qui interesseraient et stimuleraient les etudiants. Un vrai
sens de realite surviendrait si ceux qui sont engages, etaient afaire des
chases au lieu de parler de ce qu'ils ont !'intention de faire ou de ce
qu'ils ont fait. Le bureau-atelier pourrait etre l'outil d'education le plus
efficace dans la formation des etudiants. Puisque des clients reels
seraient engages avec des problemes reels et des architectes re~ls
exervant leur profession, il y aurait une liaison effective entre
!'experience courante et la pratique privee et la preparation pratique
d'etudiants travaillant ensemble avec la faculte des ecoles.
L'education continue dans le bureau-atelier comprendrait plusieurs
sortes d'occasions en recherche pour professionnels en assistance tant .
en exervant leurs propres pratiques. L'architecte experimente dans le
monde des affaires donnerait aux etudiants quelques idees de ce qu'est .
la pratique reellement et en meme temps les etudiants pourraient
questionner la praticien sur sa ligne de conduite et l'efficacite de son
approche et apprendre immediatement les raisons pour cette approche.
L'inexperience et la maturite se rencontreraient et la communication
qui en resulterait pourrait etre stimulante pour taus les participants.
Dans le bureau-atelier, de nouvelles methodes et des technologies
avancees seraient utilisees dans une approche a des problemes reels et
des methodes de solution. II servirait comme forum vivant pour la
profession dans un sens tres large ou l'etudiant, le gradue, la faculte, le
professionnel et le client beneficieraient par participation active.
Douglas Shadbolt a fait le resume de cette maniere: "C'est rna
conviction que ceci est une proposition possible qui pourrait apporter
des moyens uniques d'integrer une education continue pour l'etudiant
et le praticien aussi bien que de pourvoir davantage de service pour le
public ainsi que des services a un niveau plus eleve. Un tel programme
remplacerait la parole par !'action dans la recherche de manieres et de
moyens pour elever la situation de la profession de !'architecture aux
yeux du public".
Quand tant d'aspects peuvent se rencontrer dans une meme entreprise,
il semble recommandable que les aspects pratiques et financiers des
propositions devraient etre regardes avec un serieux interet par les
ecoles, par les associations provinciales et par l'Institut, afin que
!'accumulation de renseignements soit coordonnee et la repetition
d'efforts soit evitee.

Conclusion
La conference a Stanley House a accompli plus que ce qu'attendaient
ceux qui l'ont organisee. En general, elle a fourni !'occasion et un temps
suffisant pour une discussion continue et l'echange d'idees sur un
nombre important de problemes d'education en architecture, auxquels
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The Stanley House conference achieved more than those who planned
it expected. In general, it provided an opportunity and adequate time
for continuing discussion and thought on a number of important
architectural educational problems which can be given only superficial
consideration on normal occasions. It was purposely a slow-paced
conference. In fact , much of the good which came out of it resulted
from the leisurely discussions between groups of two and three which
took place between the scheduled talks.
The value of any conference of this type lies initially in the production
of good recommendations and , ultimately , in their successful
implementation. The five major recommendations were:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

That Douglas Shadbolt's suggestion for a "Teaching Office" be
promoted as a worthwhile experiment.
That the RAIC initiate a "White Paper" on Architectural Research.
That the RAIC endeavour to encourage and exert influence in
respect to the appointment of architects to senior positions in
government.
(a) That an effort be made to establish a partnership between the
practicing and teaching elements of the profession.
(b) That a financial subsidy be provided to assist undergraduates
from Schools of Architecture to meet.
That the Stanley House conference on architectural education be
reported, that its recommendations be pursued, and that other
conferences at Stanley House be encouraged.

William N . Greer
Chairman , RAIC Publications Board

President's Message on Implementation of Stanley House
Report Recommendations
It is a pleasure to report that action has been taken on all five
recommendations in this report. R A IC Council has endorsed the
proposal of Do uglas Shadbolt for a f easibility study on the Teaching
Office. Th e Chariman of the R esearch Committee has been requested
to prepare th e White Paper (concurrently with other immediate tasks
already begun by this Committee). Council instructed me to write to
the Prime Minister to make him aware of our interest in the
appointment of architects to senior posts, a matter which I have also
taken up informally with the Federal Department of Public Works
relative to architectural appointments within the Department.
There have been several interesting developments in respect to the
relationship between the practicing and teaching elements. Jl1y own
visits to the nine schools are proving to be of mutual benefit. Out of the
first visit arose the idea of having student contributing editors to
.Architecture Canada, and these have now been appointed. We are
presently investigating two sources of financing to permit two students
from each School to attend the AIA /RAIC Convention in Chicago next
June .
Norman McMurrich
President RAIC
Arch i.tecture Canada
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nous donnons seulement une consideration superficielle en des
occasions normales. Intentionnellement, c'etait une conference
paisible. En fait, beaucoup de bien a ete tire des discussions entre petits
groupes de deux et trois, qui ont eu lieu entre les entretiens au
programme.
La valeur d'une conference de ce genre est principalement dans la
production de bonnes recommandations et, ensuite dans !'execution
menee a bonne fin. Les cinq recommandations majeures etaient:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Que la suggestion de Douglas.Shadbolt, pour un "bureau-atelier"
soit favorisee comme une experience d'importance.
Que l'IRAC prepare un livre blanc sur la Recherche en
Architecture.
Que l'IRAC s'efforce d'encourager et d'exercer une influence ala
designation d'architectes a des positions superieures au
gouvernement.
(a) Qu'un effort soit fait pour etablir une association entre les
elements pratiques et enseignes de la profession.
(b) Qu'une subvention financiere soit fournie afin de faciliter la
reunion des etudiants de differentes Ecoles d' Architecture.
Que la conference a Stanley House, sur I' education en architecture
soit rapportee, que ses recommandations soient poursuivies et que
d'autres conferences a Stanley House soient encouragees.

William N. Greer
President de la Commission des Publications de !'IRA C

Message du President sur Ia Realisation des
Recommandations du Rapport de Ia Conference
Stanley House

a

C'est un plaisir de relater rap porter qu 'une action a ete prise sur les cinq
recommandations dans ce rapport. Le Conseil de !'IRA C a appuye la
proposition de Douglas Shadbolt, pour !'etude de la possibilite d'un
"Bureau-Atelier". Le President du Comite de Recherche a ete invite a
preparer le livre blanc concurremment avec d'autres entretiens
immediats deja commences par ce Co mite. Le Conseil m 'a recommande
d'ecrire au Premier Ministre afin dele tenir au courant de notre interet a
la designation d'architectes a des pastes super{eurs, une affaire que j'ai
aussi discutee sans formalites, avec le Ministere federal des Travaux
Publics, surtout par rapport ala designation d'architectes au Ministere.
Il y a plusieurs developpements interessants en rapport a !'association
entre les elements pratiques et le corps enseignant. Mes propres visites
aux neuf ecoles ant prouve d'etre d'un a vantage mutuel. De la premiere
visite, il se produit !'idee d'avoir des etudiants editeurs contribuant a
!'Architecture Canada, et ceux-ci ant maintenant ete appointes. Nous
sommes actuellement en train d'etudier deux sources financieres qui
pourraient permettre a deux etudiants de chaque Ecole d'assister a la
Convention de l'AIA et !'IRA C a Chicago, en juin prochain.
Norman McMurrich
President de !'IRA C
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Letters
Lett res

Xth UIA Congress, Buenos Aires
The Editors:

In the December 1967 Letters column of
Architecture Canada I wrote to draw the
attention of members to the Xth UIA
Congress in Buenos Aires, October 9-14,
1969, and to suggest to Canadians planning to go that we combine the event with an
organized tour of other South American
Centers. I have attended three previous
Congresses- Paris, Mexico and London and

found them well worth while for a group of
not less than 15. The minimum cost will be
about $1,100.00 (exclusive of Congress
expenses), which represents a saving of
about $150.00 per person. The tour would
visit Brasi lia, Rio de Janeiro, Buenos Aires,
San tiago, Lima, Cuzco, Macchu Pichu,
Bogota. Will architects interested please
write me at Page and Steele, 2 St. Clair Ave.
W., Toronto 7.
Claude Jarrett, MRAIC

Architectural Directory
Annual 68/69

Vancouver Megamonoliths Under
Examination
The Editors:

Thank you for a turned on October issueBow-Mac's Auto Emporium is looking better
every day.
We are reassessing our Megamonoliths.
Barry V. Downs, MRAIC, Vancouver.

S. H. NEWMAN COMPANY LIMITED

for
quality and service

•

Bui lding Construction Index {BCI). Reference source and
buyers guide of products available with a cross-reference list of
manufacturers

on

KITCHEN, CAFETERIA

•

Up to date lists of registered architects by province

•

Up to lists of consulting engineers, specification writing firms,
interior designers, landscape architects, quantity surveyors,
contractors and professional, business, manufacturing
and trade organizations

and

LABORATORY
EQUIPMENT
and related items

•

Order Today- Cost to non-members RAIC is $20.00 per copy,
2 to 4 at $18.00 each , 5 or over $15.00 each, plus tax.

SHN

S. H. NEWMAN COMPANY LIMITED
Available from RAIC Publications Board, 160 Eglinton Ave E.,
Suite 307, Toronto 12

416-487-5591

100 TORO RD., DOWNSVIEW, ONT.

PHONE: 630-3320

Canada's leading specialist in the design and fabrication of
stainless steel kitchen, cafeteria and laboratory equipment.
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r-----------------------------Yes, Domtar. I'd like to get right to the meat of your 2-40 Built-up
Roof System. * P lease send complete details. A. c. · 12
Name ................................ .
Address .. ...... .............. ........ .............. ...... .... .. ..... ............... .. .. .. .. ... ..... .. ...... .. .. ..... .
City . ................. .

. .................. Prov ..... ..

*N.B. Not availabl e west of Lake Head until January 1969.

Mail to: Domtar Construction Materials Ltd., Suite 2210
1 Place Ville Marie, Montreal 2, Quebec

DDMTAR Construction Materials Ltd.
GY PROC. DONNACO NA. D OM TA R. N O - CO - RODE. REGISTERED TRADE MAR KS.

Classified
Annonces
Classees
Advertisements for positions wanted
or vacant, appointments, changes of
address, registration notices, notices of
practices including establishment or
changes in partnership, etc., are
published as notices free to the
membership.

Practice Notes

Centre, Toronto 1, Ontario.

Russell K. Yapp, Architect has formed a
new practice at 141 Avenue Road, Toronto
5, Ontario, Telephone 923-4998. Mr Yapp
was project captain for Page and Steele and
John Andrews on Scarborough College,
and project captain for Raymond Moriyama
on the Minota Hagey Residence and Health
Services Building at the University of
Waterloo.

Architects Required

Bernard Gillespie and Gordon Evans have
formed a partnership on November 1st,
1968, under the name of Gillespie & Evans,
Architects, from Mr. Gillespie 's offices at
Suite 2802, Box 85, Toronto-Dominion

and professional experience to Massey and
Flanders Architects, 33 Somerset Street
West, Ottawa, Ontario.

The No. 10 Architectural Group requires
project design architects. Experience preferred, but would consider more recent
graduate. Applicant must be capable of
developing large scale projects in a team
capacity. We can offer good salaries,
competent team members and exciting work.
Reply, R. D. Gillmor, No. 10 Architectural
Group, 10 Donald Street, Winnipeg 1,
Manitoba.

Position Wanted
Graduate Indian architect, B. Arch, 1965, 26,
experience 3 years in India and Holland,
Associate Member Indian Institute of
Architects seeks position. Write : D. Dayal ,
c/o Mr Ashok Bhalotra, 13. Rue Thouin ,
Paris 5e., France

Experienced Architect required. Apply in
writing with all pertinent details of education

Campus Planning

ready for
immediate

Rapidly expanding University requires an
Architect/ Planner to assist in the
preparation of Campus Development Plan
and co-ordination of work of consulting
architects and engineers. This permanent
position with full staff benefits offers the
opportunity for creative work in all facets
of a comprehensive design and planning
up

I

process. Applicants should submit a
resume stating age, education, experience
and sa lary required to Personnel Officer,
The University of Manitoba, Winnipeg 19,
Manitoba, Canada.

By using STANDARDGRAPH'S new high speed
-AEROSOL PEN CLEANER_
Standardgraph offers a completely new service
aid in the AEROSOL Pen clea ner for all drawing
ink pens. For the first time pens can be cle an ed
directly at the drawing board. NO WASHING NO INKY FINGERS.
1. Remove front holder with tubular point attached.
2\ Screw front holder into head of AEROSOL.
3. Depress AEROSOL valve, when foam emitted is
com pl etely white- cleansing action is complete .
4. Detach from head of AEROSOL, shake, no need
to wipe clean, foam will evaporate .
Just ask for the PT (Performance
Tested) pen cleaner, it's your
guarantee of dependability. Car· ried in stock by all leading Artist
and Drafting material dealers.
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HEINZ JORDAN & CO. LIMITED
42 Gladstone Ave., Toronto 3, Ont.
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In this attractive economical office building full advantage
was taken of precaster's experience in the production of
repetitive precast units. All precast modular panels were
precision cast in moulds made from one master unit. This
achieved 1/32" tolerance demanded by the zipper gasket
glazing system. Tower crane erection at night freed site
for day trades and speeded enclosure to 3 days per floor.
Total cost for precast in place- $4.00 per sq. ft. plus
glazing.

Bay I Bloor Building, Toronto
Architects & Engineers: Bregman & Hamann
Contractors: Redfern Construction Co. Ltd.

)

Annual Index
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Classified Buildings and Structures

Centennial Stadium , University of v·ictoria Campus ,
Victoria, B.C. Architects, Siddall , Dennis and
Associates, Aug 40
Coronation Park Swimming Pool, Edmonton,
Architects , Hemingway and Laubental , Jan 59
Expo Stadium , Architects, Victor Prus and M.
Desnoyers, Aug 29
Floral Conservatory, Little Mountain, Vancouver,
Architects , Underwood, McKinley, Cameron, Wilson,
Smith and Associates, Jan 62
Horseshoe Bay Marina Development , West Vancouver,
Architects, Underwood, McKinley, Cameron , Wilson
and Smith, Jan 59
Nova Scotia Provincial Museum , Halifax, Architects,
Duffus, Romans , Kudzins, Rounsefell , Jan 61
Oakland-Alameda County Coliseum Complex,
Architects, Skidmore , Owings and Merrill , Aug 34
Ottawa Civic Centre, Lansdowne Park, Ottawa,
Architects , Gerald Hamilton & Associates, Vancouver,
and Craig and Kohler, Ottawa, Aug 38
Palacio de los Deportes, 19th Olympic Games,
Mexico , Architects, Felix Candela, Antonio Peyri and
Enrique Castanenda Tamborrel, Aug 33
Pan-Am Pool , Winnipeg, Architects, Sm ith Carter
Searle, Aug 37
Thunderbird Stadium, USC, Vancouver, Architects,
Vladimir Plasvic & Associates, Aug 41

Arts

Administration & Governmental

Ecclesiastical

Across Canada Round Up, Part 3, Anita Aarons,
Jan 19
Am I My Brothers Keeper? Anita Aarons, Dec 21
Architect, the- His Role in Plastic Paradise, Anita Aarons, Apr 21
Art in the Architect 's Home , Anita Aarons, May 19
Artists, Ideas and Plastics, Anita Aarons, Mar 25
Bornstein , Eli, Allied Arts Medalist 1968, May 22,
Jul 9
Canadian Conference of the Arts, Feb 11
Commissioning Public Art, Who? How? Anita Aarons,
Oct 29
E.A.T·.... Food for Thought, Anita Aarons, Jun 23
Illusions and Architecture , Some Contemporary
Painters, Anita Aarons, Jul 25
Plastic Paradise? 1968-2068 Anita Aarons, Feb 19
Public Art, We .... the Inheritors, Anita Aarons,
Sep 29
Servicing the Arts for Architecture , Anita Aarons,
Nov 29
Summer Events, 1968, Art for the Public Eye ,
Anita Aarons, Aug 19

Municipal Hall for Coquitlam, B.C., Architects, Toby,
Russell & Buckwell , Jan 56
Norfolk County Court and Registry Office , Simcoe ,
Ont. , Architect, Warren Smale , Jan 55
Toronto Postal Terminal, Architects, Gordon S. Adamson and Associates, Jan 57
Toronto Transportation Centre Study, Architects,
John B. Parkin Associates, Jan 57

Avila Center, Sisters of Saint Joseph , Port Arthur,
Ontario , Architects, Mickelson, Fraser & Browne,
Jan 62
Redvers Lutheran Church , Redvers, Saskatchewan ,
Architects, Kennedy/Smith Associates, Jan 58
Rochester Unitarian Church , Architect , Louis Kahn,
Feb 39
St. Mary's Church, Morrisburg, Ontario, Architects ,
Murray and Murray, Jan 56
Unitarian Church of Vancouver, Architect, Wolfgang
Gerson, Associate Architect, R. Hale , Feb 35
Unitarian Church of Winnipeg , Architects, Gaboury,
Lussier, Sigurdson , Venables, Feb 31
Unity Temple, Oak Park, Illinois, Architect, Frank
Lloyd Wright, Feb 41

Appointments
AIBC Executive Director, Murray Polson , Jan 7
Architecture Canada, Assistant Editor, Barton Myers,
.Jun 7
,Architecture Canada, Specifications Consultant,
A W. Cluff, Sep 11
.Architecture Canada, Student Editors, Nov 5
Architecture Canada, Technical Editor, Frank Helyar,
Jan 5
Canadian Housing Design Council, Chairman,
James A. Murray, Jul14
Carleton School of Architecture, Director, Douglas
Shadbolt, May 7
College of Fellows, Registrar, Howard F. Bouey,
Jul14
OAA Appointments, Sep 12
OAA Professional Assignments Officers, Dennis Pitt,
Sep 12
OAA Secretary, Harold Little , Jan 7
Nova Scotia Technical College School of Architecture, Director, Peter Manning, Sep 12
RAIC Director of Professional Services, Wilson A.
Salter, Sep 9
Task Force on Housing and Urban Development
C. E. Pratt, Sep 10

Awards & Competitions
American Academy of Achievement Honors, Edouard
Fiset, Sep 11
CMHC Single Detached House Competition , Jan 11,
Sep 13
CMHC Fellowships, Feb 11
College of Fellows Scholarships, Jan 9, Jun 7
Izumi Receives Killam Grant, Aug 5
Manitoba Alumni Association Jubilee Award to
John C. Parkin , Jul15
Manitoba Association First Design Awards, Mar 9
National Design Council Grants, Jan 9
National Film Board Festival Prize, Gerald Robinson,
Nov 5
Ontario Mason Relations Council 1968 Awards, Oct 9
Osaka Canadian Pavilion Competitiol", Feb 25, Apr 11
Peter Barott Awards for Excellence i:J Building .
Product Literature, Aug 5, Dec 8
Portland Cement Association Scholarship Award,
Aug 55
RAIC Statement on Competitions, Apr 11
Re ynolds Aluminum Award 1968, Aug 6
Tourist Awards, 1967, May 8
Vancouver Chapter, Annual Awards, Jan 7, Dec 9
Vienna International Competition, Sep 12

\"'innipeg Art Gallery Competition Winners,
Jan 5, Feb 43, Apr 11
York University Religious Center Competition,
Jan 7, May 7, Jun 7

Books
Campus Planning , Richard Dober, I. Coop, Feb 28
City Region in Western Europe, The, Robert E.
Dickinson, Conrad Loban , Nov 31
Fragmented Metropolis Los Angeles 1850-1930, The ,
Robert M. Fogelson , P. G. Hemingway, Nov 31
Outline of Architecture Practice i n British Columbia
and Some Notes on Architectural Associati ons, F.
Murray Polson , Aug 6
Richard Neutra, 1961-66, Buildings and Projects,
W. Boesiger, Stuart A. Wilson , Jun 36
Supplement to Urban and Regional References,
Canadian Council on Urban and Regional Research,
Jun 73
Urban Structuring, Peter and Alison Smithson ,
George Balcombe, May 27

Commercial
AGT Complex, Edmonton, Architects, Rule , Wynn ,
Forbes, Lord & Partners, Webb, Zerafa, Menkes,
Jan 41
Bell Canada Ottawa Center Aug 23
Carma Town Centre , Calgary, Arch itects, Architectural Group, Waisman, Ross, Blankstein , Coop, Gillmar, Hanna, Housing Consultant, Jonas Lehrman ,
Jan 46
Dorman Long Steel Co ., Arch itect, James Stirling,
Apr33
Dylex Diversified Showroom, Toronto , Architect,
Jerome Markson , Jan 43
Federated Corporative Ltd. Office Building , Winnipeg ,
Architects, Smith , Carter, Searle , Jan 45
Hotel Complex, South Side of Queen Street, Jun 35
Lombard Place Development, Winnipeg, Architects,
Smith , Carter, Searle, Jan 43
Midtown Plaza, Saskatoon , Architects, Izumi, Arnott,
Sugiyama, Jan 45
Office Build ing, 112 St. Clai r W., To ronto, Architects,
Webb, Zerafa, Menkes , Jan 44
Ontario Stockyards Office Building, Toronto, Archi tects, Dunlop Wardell Matsui Aitken , Jan 42
Public Service Alliance of Canada Holding Ltd.
Office Building , Ottawa, Architects, Schoeler, Heaton,
Harvor, Menendez, Jan 46
Scotia Square , Halifax, Architects Allward and
Gouinlock, Jan 44
SKyline Hotel Addition , Toronto, Architect, Basil
Capes, Jan 42
Union Hall , Toronto, Architects, Gordon Korbee
Tirion, Jan 41

Educational
Agricultural Reseach Lab of Canada Department of
Agriculture, Regina, Architects, DPW, The D.H. Stock
Partnership, Jan 39
Ah Cheops! , David Menear, Mar 61
Arts Ill , University of Waterloo, Architects, Webb,
Zerafa, Menkes, Jan 26
Brock University, Thistle Project, Architects, Gord on
S. Adamson & Associates, John B. Parkin Associates ,
Shore & Moffat and Partners, Jan 38
Cambridge History Faculty, Architect, James Stirling ,
Apr38
Carleton University, Plan f or Engineering Precinct,
Architects, Murray and Murray, Jan 33
Credit Valley School of Nursing, Cooksville, Ont.,
Architects, Dunlop, Wardell, Matsui , Aitken , Jan 29
Durham College of Applied Art and Technology,
Oshawa, Architects, Allward & Gouinlock, Jan 40
Ecole Secondaire Polyvalente, Edouard Monpetit,
Montreal , Architects, Longpre, Marchand , Goudreau,
Dobush , Stewart, Bourke, Jan 35
Engineering Building, Leicester Unive rs ity, Architect ,
James Stirling, Apr 41
Etobicoke Board of Education, Administration
Building, Architects, Shore & Moffat and Partners,
Jan 30
Experiment in School Construction Project
Management, North York, Ontario , Mar 49

Cultural and Recreational
Brantford and Distri ct Civic Centre , Brantford,
Ontario, Architects, Brooks and Van Poorten, Aug 42
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Fraternity Residence , Rensselaer Un iversity, Tro y,
N.Y., Architects, Rosen , Caruso , Vescei , Jan 27
Glenhaven Senior Public School , To ronto , Arch itects ,
Robbie Vaughn & Will iams , Jan 37
Hudson Hope Elementary School , B.C ., Architects,
Rhone and I redale , Jan 27
Keelgate Junior High School , Downsview, Architects,
Shore & Moffat and Partners , Jan 38
Ka ne Senior Elementary>School , Toronto , Architects ,
John B. Parkin & Associates , Jan 30
Lakehead University Centennial Bu i lding , Architects ,
Fai rfi e ld and DuBois, Jan 31
Learning Environments : Planning Be yo nd Fle xibil ity,
Melvin Charney, Mar 39
Lib rary, Trent University, Arch itect, R. J. Th orn ,
Jan 26
Luthe ran Theo lo gical Seminary, Saskatoon Campus ,
Arch ite cts, J. Holliday-Scott , M. Desmon d Paine ,
Jan 31
Mayland Heights Elementary Schoo l Architect ,
Gordon L. Atkins , Jan 39, Dec 29
Melvi lle Comprehensive High School , Me lville , Sask.,
Architects , Kerr, Cu llingworth , Riches Associates ,
Jan 36
Osgoode Hall Law School , York Univers ity, Architects,
Marani , Rou nthwa ite & Di ck, Jan 37
Osier School of Nursi ng , Weston , Architects , Craig ,
Zeidler & Strong , Jan 35
Pineway Blvd . School , North York, Architects , Benz ,
Brook , Carruthers , Grierson , Shaw, Jan 28
Planning Flexibility Cite Etudiante de Hull , Me lv in
Charne y and Oscar Newman , Mar 48
Ryerson Pol ytec hn ical Institute Expansion , Phase 1,
Toronto , Architects , Webb , Zerafa , Menkes , Jan 29
St. Andrews Univers ity Student Housing , Architect ,
Ja me s Stirling , Apr36
School Assembly Hall , Camberwell , Lond on,
Architec ts, Stir lin g and Gowan , Apr 43
School Build ings , Roderick Robbie , Mar 56
Simcoe Hall Extension and Faculty Club , Toronto ,
Archi tects , Marani , Rounthwa ite & Dic k, Jan 40
Stephen Leacock Educati onal Complex , Scarborough ,
A rchitects, Abram and lngleson, Jan 34
Sudbury Regional School of Nursing , Su dbury ,
Architects, Townend , Ste f ura & Baleshta, Jan 36
Tecumseh Senior Public School , Scarboroug h,
Arch itects , Fairfield and DuBois , Jan 32
Thoughts on Educational Needs Related to the
Physical Environment , Kenneth Prueter, Mar 59
Transi t io nal Flexibility Ecole Cure Grenier Notre
Dame des Laurentides , Quebe c, Architect, Me lvin
Cha rn ey, Mar 46
Universite Laval , Edifice Bu reaux , Architect,
Jacq ue s Bissonnette , Jan 33
Unive rsi ty of Gue lph , Physical Sciences Building
Phase I, Architects , Craig , Zeidler & Strong , Jan 34
University of Manitoba , University Ce ntre , Associated
Architects , Weisman , Ros s, Blankstei n Coop. R.
Sello rs, C. Deforest, Jan 28
York Uni versity Central Library, Architects , Gordon S.
Adamson & Associate s, John B. Parkin Associates ,
Shore & Moffat and Partne rs , Jan 32

a

Exhibition
Expo Stadium , Archit ec ts , Victor Prus and M.
Des noyers, Aug 29
Expo '70, Apr 28
Mexico Olympics Sports Palace, Architect , Felix
Cande la, Apr 28, Aug 33

Housing
A lexa nd :a Park Sen ior Citizens' Apartment , Toronto ,
Arc hite cts , Gordon S. Adamson and Assoc iates ,
Ja n 51
Bayv iew Summit Development , North York, On t.
Architects , Lipson and Deskin , Jan 49
Brave New Words , extract from paper for Canad ian
Welfare Counci l' s Conference on Housing , Alb ert
Rose , Sep 46
Canada' s Country Ghettos, Anthony Kennedy ana
Ove Simonsen, Sep 52
Co ndomi nium and its Implications , K. A. Finlayson ,
May 65
Cu rri e Res idence, R.R. :;!2 , Claremont , On!.; Archi tect,
Jero me Markson, May 44
D:ahanchuk Stud io, Bragg Creek, Alberta , Architect ,
Gordin L. Atk ins , Jan 53
Edge ley Housing Project , North Yo rk, Ontario,
Architect, Irving Grossman , Jan 49
Gaboury Residence , River Road, St. Vital , Manitoba ,
Architect, Et ien ne Gaboury, May 37
Kessinger House , Architect , Aldo Rive, Jan 52
Habitat , New York, Architect, Moshe Safdie, Nov 50
Habitat , Puerto Rico, Architect, Moshe Safd ie, Nov 50
Habitat, San Francisco , Archite ct , Moshe Safd ie ,
Nov 55
High Densi ty Housing , Portlan d Cement Ass ociat io n
Scholarship , Aug 55
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Highrise Apartment Development, Rich mond , B.C.,
Architect , J. M. Schmidt, Jan 50
Hous i ng Crisis , The , A. J . Diamond, Sept 45
Housing Crisis and Government Re spo nse, Wylie
Freeman , Apr 69
Mas de Ia Mal Reso rt, Calafell·, Spain , Arch itect ,
Philip David Bobrow , Jan 47
Mida Residence , Architects, McFeeters Tergeson
and Sedun , Dec 44
Multiple Housing Pro je ct, Toronto , Architect , Jerome
Markson , Jan 50
New Approach to Urban Housi ng in Canada, A,
Anthony Collins, July 47, Aug 44
New Town , Chester, England , Architects , Gard iner,
Thornton , Davi dson , Garrett , Masson , Jan 48
Nicoll Residence , Beach Grove , B.C ., Architect , John
R. Kay, Jan 48
Port Hawkesbury Apartment Development, N.S.
Architects , Cruickshank, Avramovitch and As sociates ,
Jan 54
Prev ille Housing Developme nt , Previ lle , P.O. ,
Architect , Philip David Bobrow, Jan 54
Private Lo dge fo r a Mining Company, Onta rio ,
Architect , Jerome Markson , Jan 52
Rehousing at Preston U.K., Architects , Stirlin g and
Gow an, Apr 44
Res idence Gilles Bergeron , Sa inte-Foy, Qu ebec,
Architect, Jean-Marie Ro y, May 42
St And rews University Stu dent Housing , Architect ,
James Stir ling , Apr 36
St Mary's University Housing, Halifax, N.S . Archite cts ,
Elm ar Tampold, J . Malcolm Wells , Ass ociate Henno
Sillaste , Jan 53
Smith , Hugh , Res idence , West Vancouver, Architect,
Barry V. Downs , May 39
Smith Residence , Toronto, Architects, Moffat ,
Moffat, and Kinoshita , Jan 51
Studio-Residence , West Vancouver, Designer, Rob ert
Hassell , May 33
Vancouver FP? Housi ng Project , Architects , Rhon e
and I re da le , Jan 47

Medical
Food and Drug Laboratory, T unny's Pasture , Ottawa ,
Additions and Alterations , Architects, Shore & Moffat
& Partners, Regional Director E. C. Martel , DPW
Director of Design R. R. West, Jan 58
Group Health Centre , St. Catharines , Archite ct ,
Jerome Markson , Jan 60
Medical Building , Burli ngton , Ont. , Arch itects,
Gilleland and Janiss, Jan 60
Whitby General Hospi tal , Architects, Craig , Zeidler &
Strong , Jan 55
Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory, Regina , Architects ,
TQe D.H. Stock Pa rtnersh ip, Ja n 61

Pop Architecture
Editorial , Oct 39
Electro-Graphic Architecture , Tom Wolfe , Oct 42a
Mind Excursion Centre , Designed by lntersystems ,
Oct 54
National Football Hall of Fame, Architects Ventu ri
and Rauch , Associate Gerod Clark, Oct 50
On Ducks and Decoration , Den ise Scott Brown and
Robert Ventur i, Oc t 48
Pop Architecture , Guenter M. Lehmann , Jun 69
Tract Component Housing System and other projects
by Doug Michels , Oct 36

Practice
Architect and the Industrialization of Build ings , The ,
Colin Davidson, Mar 62, Apr 46
Architecture as a Political Strategy, Douglas Bailey,
S. N. Benjamin, Andrew Strauss, Feb 49
Compet ition Bid d ing , HUD , Aug 24
Computer Applications and the Small Arch ite ctural
Practice , Douglas G. Bailey, Stan Ben jamin and
Andrew Strauss, May 48
CPM Grap hics as a Design Tool , Randle lredale,
July 57
Developer Competitions , AIBC Professiona l Rul ing ,
Jun 7b
Developer Proposal Competitions, Jun 7a
Eme rging Technologies and Techniques in Arch i tec tural Pract ice, C. Herbert Wheeler, Aug 51
Information Systems , Sep 69
Information Systems for the Construction Industry,
A. W. Cluff, Oct 63
Metric System , The , R. F. Legget, April Building
Dige st , Apr 48a
Mod:Jiar Components Directory, May 8
Modular Co-ordination , DPW to require use by
Consultant s, Apr 11
Nova Scotia New Architects Act, Sep 9
OAA Fee Schedule Addition , Jun 7b
Project Management, An Experiment in School Construction , North York , On!. , Mar 49
Practice and Ed ucation , J . E. Searle , Aug 11
Specifications , A. W. Cluff, Nov 63
Systems Building , F. W. Helyar, Jun 63
Tendering and Co ntracts , F. W. He/ya r, A. J. Matt,
Tendering an d Contracts, Part 2, F. W. Helyar, Mar 73
Tendering and Contracts , Part 3, T. M. Phelan, Apr 57
Feb 53
Tende rin g and Contracts, Part 4, J. V. FitzGerald,
May 57
Urban Housing i n Ca nada , a New Approach , A. M. J.
Collins, Jul 47, Aug 44

RAIC
Transport
Vancouver Internatio nal Airport , Architec ts,
Thompso n, Berwick and Pratt in Co ll aboration with
Phillips Barratt and Partners, Consulting Engineers
Dec 34
Toronto Transportation Centre Study, Architects ,
John B. Parkin Associates, Jan 57

Meetings and Conferences
AIBC Annual Meeting Dec 7
Alberta As sociation of Architects Annu al Meeting ,
Feb 9
Architectural Institute of B.C. Annual Meeting , Feb 9
Canadian Conference of the Arts Annual Meeting ,
Feb 11
Euthenix ' 68 , Jun 15
Ma nitoba Associat ion Annual Meeting, Mar 9, 13
National Conference on a Systems Approach to
Buil di ng , Jun 15, 63, July 47
New Brunswick Annual Meeting , Mar 9
Newfoundland Annual Meeting , Apr 9
Nova Scotia Annual Meeting , Apr 11
OAA Annual Convent ion , Apr 7
PQAA Annual Meeting , Mar 9
RAIC , ACEC , CCA Presidents Meet , Jan 5
RAIC-AIA 1969 Chicago Convention, Oct 9, Nov 9
RAIC Annual Assembl y Report, July 9
RAIC Council Meeting March 1, 2, Apr 13
RA IC Council Meeting , Nov 29, Dec 11
Saskatchewan Associat ion of Architects Annual
Meeting , July 14
Stanle y House Conference , Ju/17, Sep 21 , Dec 47

De ve loper Proposal Competitions , Jun 7a
Developer Competitions, AIBC Professional Rul ing,
Jun 7b
Director of Professi onal Services , Appo i nted , Wilson
A. Salter, Sep 9
Income Tax and Conve nt ion Expenses , May 7, Jun 7b
OAA Fee Schedu le Ad dit ion , Jun 7b
OAA President 's Letter to Members, Jun 7a
Nova Scotia New Architects Act , Sep 9
RAIC , ACEC, CCA Presidents Meet, Jan 5
RAIC and the Housing Task Force , Oct 13
RAIC Committees, Oct 13
RAIC- AlA 1969 Convention, Oct 9, Nov 9
RA IC Council Meeting , March 1, 2, Apr 13
RAIC Office rs 1968/9, Jun 9
PQAA to Resum e Full Per Capita Dues, Feb 9

College of Fellows
College of Fellows New Members , Jun 10
Princ ip les Underlying Bestowal of Fellowships, Aug 9
Procedure for the Nomination and Election of Fellows ,
Aug 9, Sep 19

61st Annual Assembly
Assembl y
Assembl y
Assembl y
Apr 7
Assembl y

Prog ram , May 11
Speake r, Wo lf von Ec khardt , Feb 9
Speakers Gerald McCue and C. H. Wheeler,
Report , Jul 9

Schools of Architecture
Miscellaneous
AlA to Raise Dues, Apr 11
Architectu re , Comment and the Mass Media , Aug 43
Convent ion Expenses and Income Tax, May 7
Early Days of Architectural Practice in New Brunswick, Aug 6
Edu cation and the AlA : A Process for Change , Jut 27
James Stirling, Six Pro jects, Apr 33
Royal Academy of Arts 89th Annual Exhibition , Jun 67

Condomin ium and its Implications, K. A. Finlayson,
May65
Critical Con seq uences of Tradition on Arch itectura l
Education , The , Gerald A. McCue , Jut 65
Education and the AlA: A Process for Change , Jut 27
Graduates and Prize Winners, 1968, Sep 71
High Density Housing , Portland Cement As soc iati on
Scholarship , Aug 55

J

Housing Crisis and Government Response , The ,
Wylie Freeman, Apr 69
Operational Gaming in Architecture , Stanley Benjamin ,
Feb 57
Pop Architecture , Guenter M. Lehmann, Jun 69
Practice and Education , J. E. Searle, Aug 11
Toy to Assemble , A, Laval Project, Nov 69
University of Toronto Master of Architecture Course ,
Apr 11
York Facult y of Environmental Studies , Aug 5

Technical
Air Conditioning Processes, K. R. Solvason,
Dec Bldg Digest, Dec 44a
Application of Roof Design Principles , G. 0 . Handegord and M. C. Baker, March Bldg . Digest, Mar 74a
Basic Air Cond ition i ng Problem , The , N. B. Hutcheon ,
October Bldg . Digest, Oct 64a
Coatings for Exterior Metal , H. E. Ashton, Feb . Bldg .
Digest, Feb 54a
Heating and Cool i ng Requirements , D. G. Stephenson,
September Bldg . Digest, Sep 52a
Joint Performance , G. K. Garden, Jan . Bldg . Digest ,
Jan 56a
Metric Syste m, The , R. F. Legge!, Apri l Building
Digest, Apr 48a
Reflective Glazing Units , D. G. Stephenson, May Bldg .
Digest , May 48a
Stack Effect in Buildings , A. G. Wilson , G. T. Tamura ,
August Bldg. Digest, Aug 54a
Stack Effect and Building Design , A. G. Wilson , and
G. T. Tamura , Nov. Bldg . Digest , Nov 54a
Thermal Environment and Human Comfort ,
N. B. Hutcheon, June Bldg . Digest , Jun 56a

Concrete
Admixtures in Portland Cement Concrete ,
E. G. Swenson, Jun 51 , Jut 5Ba
Conclusion , Melvin Charne y, Jun 55
Concrete a Material , a System , an Environment,
Melvin Charney, Jun 41
Concrete , Properties an d Purpose s, E. C. Anderson ,
Jun 49
Contribution to Concrete Exposing Itself, Forrest
Wilson, Jun 54
Freeze- Thaw Theory Challenged , Jun 53
Matrix of Concrete , The , L. E. Copeland, Jun 45

Architects
Abram and lngleson , Jan 34 ; Adamson , Gordon S.
and Associates , Jan 32, 38, 51 , 57, Feb 46, Oct 9;
Allward and Gouinlock, Jan 40, 44; Arnott , Gordon R. ,
Jun 9, 10; Atkins , Gordon L. Jan 38, 53, Dec 29 .
Baker, Joseph , Mar 9, Jul 12; Banz, Brook, Carruthers,
Grierson , Shaw, Jan 28, Mar 51 , May 9; Barnett,
William E., Jun 10; Bell , James Brock, Jun 10;
Bergins, J. V., Sep 17; Bissonnette, Jacques, Jan 33 ;
Blurock, Wi lliam E., an d Associates, Mar 43; Bobrow ,
Philip David , Jan 47, 54; Boigon and Heinonen , Mar
53; Boue y, Howard L. , Ju l 9, 14; Bregman and
Hamman , Ma y 8; Brooks and Van Poorten , Aug 42.
Calliste r and Rosse, Mar 40; Cande la, Felix ; Pey ri ,
Anton io ; an d Tamborrel , Enrique Castaiianda , Aug
33; Caudhill Rowlett , Scott, Mar 41; Charney, Melvin ,
Mar 39, 46; Christie , James H., Mar 9; Cluff, A. W.,
Sep 11; Capes, Basil , Jan 42; Craig and Kohler, Aug
38; Crai g Ze idler & Strong , Jan 34, 35, 55, Mar 52,
Oct 9; Crang and Boake , Ma y 9; Crawley, J. B., Sep
13, 15; Cruickshank, Avramovitch and Associates ,
Jan 54.
Davies, John L. , Jul 11; Dayton , John M. , Feb 9, Jun
10, Jul 11; de Rosa, Gustavo, Feb 43 ; Desbarats, Guy,
·
Jun 63; Downs , Barry V., May 39; Duffas , Romans,
Kundzins , Rounsefell , Jan 61 ; Dunlop , Wardell ,
Matsu i, Aitken , Jan 29, 42.

Underwood, McKinley, Cameron , Wilson & Smi th,
Jan 59, 62 .
Venturi and Rauch , and Gero d Clark, Oct 50; Venturi,
Robert, Ma y 25, Jun 23.
Waisman , Allan Harvie, Jun 11 ; Waisman , Ross,
Blankste i n, Coop Gillmor, Hanna , Jan 28, 46, Mar 11;
Walker, Howard V. , Mar 54 ; Webb Zerafa Menkes ,
Jan 19, 26, 29, 41 , 44 ; Wheeler, C. Herbert Jr., May 7,
Jul 10, Aug 51; Wright , Frank Lloyd , Feb 41, Jun 33.

Contributors
Ashton, H. E. , Feb 54a; Anderson, E. C., Jun 49.

Fairfield and DuBois, Jan 31, 32; Fenner, Richard ,
Sep 14; Ferguson , RobertS ., Jun 11; Fiset, Edouard ,
Sep 11; Fliess, Henry, Feb 48; Fuji Group , Apr 28 .

Bailey, Douglas G., Feb 49, May 48 ; Baird, George ,
May 46; Baker, M. C. , Mar 74a ; Balcom be, George,
May 27; Barker, Dennis A. , Jul 46 ; Benjamin , S. N. ,
Feb 49 , 57, May 48 ; Brown, Denise Scott; Oct 48 .

Gaboury, Lussier, Sigurdson , Venables , Feb 31, Mar
11; Gardiner, Thornton , Davidson , Garrett, Mason
and Associates , Jan 48 ; Gerin , Lajoie , Leblanc &
Durand , Apr 23 ; Gerson , Wolfgang , Feb 35; Gillelan d
and Jan iss, Jan 60 ; Gordon Korbee Tirion , Jan 41;
Gorman , Donald , Feb 48 ; Grossman , Irving , Ja n 49,
May 9.

Chanasyk, Victor, Apr 81; Ch arney, Melvin, Mar 39,
48 , Jun 41 , 55 ; Cluff, A. W., Oct 63 , Nov 63 ; Collins,
A. M. J., Jut 47, Aug 44; Copeland, L. E., Jun 45 ;
Crashley, Douglas, Jut 45.

Haldenby, Douglas C., Jun 10; Hamilton , Gerald and
Associates, Aug 38 ; Hem i ngway and Laubental , Jan
59; Henderson , A. M. Sep 14; Herzog , Saul , Sep 17;
Holliday-Scott, J., and Paine , M. Desmond , Jan 31 ;
Horne , David , May 7.

Finlayson, K. A., May 65 ; FitzGera ld, J . V., May 57 ;
Freeman, Wylie , Apr 69.

Izum i, Arnott , Sugi yama , Jan 45 ; Izumi , Kiyoshi ,
Aug 5.

Finding a Genetic Code , Moshe Safdie , Nov 55
Industrialized Bui ldings , Moshe Safdie, Nov 35
Irrational Factors in Buil ding Industrialization, Alfred
Neumann, Nov 37
Systems and Evolut ion , Moshe Safdie, Nov 50
Systems Generating Systems , Christopher Alexander,
Nov 39
Urban Space Systems as Living Form , Anne
Tyng , Nov 45, Dec 43
Variety within Repetition , Moshe Saldie , Nov 49

Jackson , Anthony, Ma y 7.

Ask the People Who Live There What to do With Your
Urban Renewal Area and They' ll Tell You , James
Lorimer and George Baird, May 46
Housing Crisis and Government Response , Wylie
Freeman . Apr 69
Project Toronto , Fuller-Sadao/Geometrics , Jut 37

Tampotd , Elm ar, J. Mal co lm Wells, Jan 53; Thorn , R.
J ., Jan 26; Thompson Berwick, Pratt and Partne rs,
Dec 43 ; Tiefenbeck, A. J., Sep 17; Toby, Ray Leona rd,
Jun 11; Toby Russell & Buckwell , Ja n 56; Towne nd
Stefuro Baleshta, Ja n 36.

Eber, George , Aug 6; Erickson and Massey, Jan 7,
Nov 29 .

Industrialized Buildings

Urban Renewal

Saf die , Moshe , Nov 49 ; t;atter;-wnso n A ., ;:, ep ~ ;
Schmidt, J. M. Associates, Jan 50; Schee le r, Heaton ,
Harvor, Menendez, Jan 46; Searle , James E., Mar 13,
Apr 9, Ma y 7, Jun 9, Jul 11 , Aug 11 ; Shadbolt,
Douglas, May 7; Shore & Moffat and Partne rs, Jan
30, 32, 38, 58, Oct 9; Siddall , Dennis and Asso ciates,
Aug 40 ; Sillaste , Henno, Jan 53; Skidmore Owi ngs
and Merrill , Mar 43, Aug 34; Smale , Warren , Jan 55,
Sep 11; Smith Carter Searle , Jan 43, 45, Aug 37;
Spence , John , Apr 7; Stewart, Neil M., Ju l9 ; Stirl i ng
and Gowan , Apr 43; Stirl ing , James, Apr 33, Ju n 33,
Dec 28 ; Stock, Partnership , The D. H., Jan 39, 61.

Kahn, Louis, Feb 39 ; Kay, John R. , Jan 48 ;
Kennedy/Smith Associates, Jan 58 ; Kerr Cullingworth
Riches Associates, Jan 36; Klein , Jack and Sears ,
Henry, Oct 9; Kravis , Jan is, Ma y 9.
Le Blanc, Rene, Jan 20 ; Lee , Robb, Elken , Jung , Mar
52 ; Leithead, William G., Jun 9; Leman-Sullivan , Mar
54; Lib ling , Michener and Associates, Mar 9; Libl i ng ,
Michener and Associates and Joseph Brunon, Feb 47;
Lipson and Daskin , Jan 49 ; Longpre , Marchand ,
Goudreau , Dobush , Stewart , Bourke , Jan 35; Lutyens,
Edward , Jun 33.
Mandel , Raymond/Boigon and Heinonen , Oct 9;
Manning , Peter, Sep 11 ; Marani Rounthwaite & Dick,
Jan 37, 40; Markson , Jerome , Jan 43, 50, 52, 60, May
44 ; Mathers and Haldenby, Sep 40 ; Mayerovitch ,
Harry, Jun 9; McCudden and Goldie , Jan 21 ;
McFeeters, Tergeson Sedun , Dec 44; McKim , Mea d
and White , Jun 33 ; McMurrich , Norman H., Jun 9,
Jul12, 17; Micheds, Doug , Oct 38; Michels and Feild ,
Oct 42; Michener, Mel P., Jun 11; Mickelson , Fraser,
Browne , Jan 62; Moffat Moffat and Kinoshita, Jan 51 ;
Molt, H. Claire , Jul 9; Murray, James A., Jul14, Sep
15; Murray and Murray, Jan 33, 56, Aug 9; Myles , John
R. , Jun 11.
Nes , Charles M. Jr., Jun 10; Neutra , Richard , Jun 36;
Nicol , Ream , McBain, Mar 55; Number 10 Architectural Group, Feb 48.
O' Conner, Dennis and Freda and Maltby, Dec 39,
Osaka Yamashita Keenburg , Feb 48.

Davidson, Colin, May 62, Apr 46 ; Diamond, A. J ., J ul
46, Aug 45.

Garden, G. K., Jan 56a; Goering, Pe ter, Nov 6; Griffin,
J. R., Apr 81; Gro/le, E. H. , Jut 67, Aug 59 .
Handegord, G. 0 ., Mar 74a ; He lyar, Frank, Feb 53,
Mar 73, Jun 63 ; Hodge, Gerald, Jul 45; Hodgso n, Alan ,
May 69; Hutcheon, N. B., Jun 56.
lredale , Randle, Jul 57.
Kennedy, Anthony A. , Sep 52 .
Legget, R. F., Apr 48a ; Lehmann, Guenter M., Jun 69;
Lorimer, James, May 46.
MacDonald, J. T. , Mar 49 ; McCue, Gerald., J ut 65 ;
Menear, David, Mar 61 ; Morgan, M. J. , Mar 51 ; Molt ,
A. J. , Feb 53; Matt, H. Claire , Aug 6 ; Muirh ead, G. G.,
Sep 77.
Nadeau, L. M. , Apr 81; Neumann, Alfred, Nov 37.
Penny, A. F., Aug 59; Phelan, T. M., Apr 57 ; Pru ete r,
Kenneth , Mar 59; Prus, Victor, Aug 30 .
Robbie , Roderick, Mar 56; Rose, Albert, Se p 46.
Safdie , Moshe, Nov 35 , 49; Sch enk, H. G., Sep 77 ;
Simard, Lawrence P., May 69 ; Simonse n, Ove, Sep 52 ;
Solvason, K. R. , Dec 44a; Stephenson, D. G., May 48a,
Sep 52a; Strauss, Andrew, Feb 49, May 48 ; Swenson,
E. G., Jun 51 , Jul 58a .
Tamura , G. T. , Nov 54a; Thom , R. J ., Jan 25 ; Tyng,
Nov45 , Dec43 .

Ann~

Venturi, Robert, Oct 48.
Wheeler, C. Herbert, Aug 51 ; Wilson , A. G., Nov 54a;
Wilson , Forrest, Jun 54; Wilson , Stuart A., Jun 36 ;
Wolfe , Tom , Oct 42a.

Page and Steele , Ma y 7; Parkin, John B. , Associates ,
Jan 30, 32, 38, 57, Apr 11, Aug 23; Parkin , John C.,
Jul 15 : Pentlan d Baker and Polson , Oct 9; Pitt,
Dennis , Sep 12; Ptasvic, Vladimir and Associates ,
Aug 41; Polson , Murray, Jan 7; Pratt, C. E., Sep 10;
Prus, Victor, Jun 11 ; Prus, Victor and Desnoyers, M.,
Aug 29 .
)

Rensaa and Minsos, Jan 19, 20; Rhone and I redate ,
Jan 7, 27, 47; Riva, Aldo , Jan 52; Robbie , Roderick ,
Jun 63; Robbie Vaughn & Williams , Jan 37; Robinson ,
Gerald , Nov 5; Rosa, Gustavo , Jan 5; Rosen Caruso
Vecsei , Jan 27; Ross, Fish , Duschenes and Barrett,
Jan 19; Roy, Jean-Marie , Ma y 42; Rule , Wynn Forbes
and Partners, Jan 41.
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1naex to Aaverusers

PHOTOGRAPHICALLY SPEAKING
What could be better?

PANDA ASSOCIATES
CANADA'S LEADING ARCHITECTURAL
AND IN DUSTRIAL PHOTOGRAPHERS

Atlas Asbestos Company (p 14)
Beer Precast Concrete Ltd. (p 86-87)
Canada Cement Company, Limited (p 12-13)
Canadian Celotex Cweco Industries Ltd.
(p 24-25)
Canadian Johns-Manville Co. Ltd. (p 6)
Canadian Steel case Co. (p 88-89)
Cominco Limited (p 18-19)
Corbin Lock Division, Belleville, Ont. (p 10)
Domtar Construction Materials Ltd. (p 84)
Domtar Construction Materials Ltd. (IBC)
Domtar Construction Materials Ltd. (p 17)
Domtar Construction Materials Ltd. (p 26)
Dow Corning Silicones Limited (OBC)
DuPont of Canada Limited (p 90)
Fiberglas Canada Limited (p 15)
Haws Drinking Faucet Company (p 96)
Heinz Jordan & Co. Ltd. (p 85)
Hydro Quebec (p 28A)
Kawneer Company Canada Limited (p 80-81)
Maclean-Hunter Limited (p 9)
Manitoba, The University of (p 85)
Master Builders Company, Ltd., The (p 22)
Newman, S. H., Co. Ltd. (p 83)
Ontario Hydro (p 91)
Otis Elevator Company Limited (p 79)
Panda/Croydon Associates (p 96)
Plywood Manufacturers of B.C. (p 20)
Rohm & Haas Company of Canada Limited
(p 46)
Russwin Lock Division, Be lleville, Ont. (p 5)
Sargent & Company (IFC)
Tremco "Manufacturing Com pany, The (p 16)
Wade International, Ltd. (p 90)

PETER CROYDON LTO .
CANADA'S LEAD ING ILLUSTRATIVE
PHOTOGRAPHERS

NOW
PANDA/CROYDON
ASSOCIATES
THE BEST CREATIVE GROUP ON THE
PHOTOGRAPHIC SCENE

Panda / Croydon Associates 3 Southvale Dr Toronto 17

MONTREAL 28, QUEBEC
R. G. K. WARD
6100 Monkland Ave.
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.
ROBERT SOMERVILLE, LTD.
2720 Crescentview Drive
ONTARIO, DON MILLS ,;
LENNOX-SAUNDERS
,.Y
1875 Leslie Streety
• ~

Put one up anywhere! Haws HWTA wall mounted coolers are ideal
for the smart shop, small office, corridor- anywhere space is a
problem. Capacities from 6 to 17 gph, and hot/ cold models, too .
Write for details now.

[\@iWj

- }
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WATER COOLERS

